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Thesis Abstract
ADAPTIVEDETECTIONOFPN-SPREAD PSK
WAVEFORMS INHFATMOSPHERICNOISE
by MAWadsworth
Chairperson of the SupervisoryCommittee Professor S. A. Dianat
Department of Electrical Engineering
The purpose of this work is to investigate optimal methods for the detection of short
duration (burst) PN-spread PSK waveforms in HF atmospheric noise. As has been
shown, the optimal detector for any waveform in Gaussian background noise is a
matched filter. However, HF atmospheric noise is non-Gaussian, necessitating
alternate detector designs. A theoretical approach to an alternate detector design is
taken, based on radar cluttermodeling techniques and concepts from detection theory.
The industry standard model for HF atmospheric noise is contained in COR Report
322-3 (1986). The CCLR 322 noise model is a graphical, empirical model based on
observations ofHF atmospheric noise taken over the course ofmanyyears at numerous
woridwide receive sites. In thiswork, it is shown that the CQR 322 noise modelmay be
approximated by a random process which is a member of the class of non-Gaussian
random processes known as spherically-invariant random processes (SIRPs). This
analytical, empirical SIRP representation is then shewn to be identical to the Hall model
of impulsive phenomena (1966). In a departure from Flail (who uses his analytical
representation to derive an optimal, parametric, coherent detector), the locally optimal,
parametric, non-coherent detector is derived In addition, a means to estimate the
parameters of the Hallmodel is provided and is used as the basis for an adaptive, locally
optimal, parametric, non-coherent detector design.
Monte Cado simulations are performed to evaluate detectorperformance, and the results
are compared to results obtained using two common, sub-optimal, non-parametric
approximations to the locally optimum, parametric, non-coherent detector.
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Chap ter 1
1. INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 ProblemDefinition
Manymodern HF data communication systems are based on a PN-Spread PSK waveform known as
the 'serial tone'waveform. This waveform has been standardized in both U.S. MIL-STD-188-110A
(US. DoD, 1990) and inNATO STANAG 4285 (NATO, 1988). The serial tonewaveformuses a PN-
spread, phase-shift-keyed carrier as a base signal which is further phase-shift-keyed by the data being
transmitted However, for detection, the additional phase-shift-keying of the carrier in response to the
data is suspended, providing a known PN-spread waveform for which a detector can search. Such
detection opportunities are brief, generally lasting from 26.7 to 40 ms. An integral component of the
serial tone modem is its detection processing which searches for short duration segments of known-
PN-sequence-modulated carrier in order to determinewhen to initiate demodulation processing.
The author has been fortunate to have been involved in various recent applications of the serial tone
waveform and associated detection processing:
A novel active squelch technique which uses 40 ms serial tone bursts as the active signaling
component (Furrnan andWadsworth, 1995);
A serial-tone, frequency-hopping, ECCMmodem which uses 26.7 - 33.3 ms serial tone bursts
for signal detection and time synchronization (Wadsworth andVester, 1997); and
A short duration (approx. 1 sec) serial-tone-based waveform, used as the basis for third
generationHF automatic link establishment protocols, which uses 40 ms serial tone bursts for
signal detection (Johnson et, aL, 1998).
The purpose of this work is to investigate optimal methods for the detection of burst PN-spread PSK
waveforms in HF atmospheric noise. The standardmatched filter detector based on a Gaussian noise
background assumption is not optimal when the background noise is non-Gaussian. Thus, an alternate
detector design is required for detection in an HF atmospheric noise background In this work, a
theoretical approach is taken to develop an alternate detector design based on radar clutter modeling
techniques and concepts fromdetection theory.
1.2 Summary
This work consists of five chapters, the first of which is the introductory chapter you are presently
reading.
The second chapter develops a complete problem statement, and, in so doing, introduces fundamental
concepts used in the following chapters. First, various concepts from detection theory are introduced
that are used in subsequent sections. This is followed by a theoretical derivation of the matched filter
detector for Gaussian background noise statistics. A coherent detector derivation is provided as an
introduction, followed by the non-coherent detector derivation. Using the results of the non-coherent
detector derivation, amatched-filter-based PN-spread PSK detector is introduced The CCIR 322 noise
model is then presented, and the performance of the non-coherent, matched-filter-based PN-Spread
PSK detector in a CCIR 322 noise background is studied, completing the statement of the problem at
hand Finally, a derivation of the locally optimum detector for arbitrary background noise probability
density function is provided As before, a coherent detector derivation is provided as an introduction,
followed by the non-coherent detector derivation.
In chapter three, the design of an alternate detector based on radar clutter modeling techniques is
presented First, the similarity of the problem of signal detection in radar clutter and the problem of
signal detection inHF atmospheric noise is discussed Modern techniques for radar cluttermodeling are
then introduced, and one technique is selected as the basis for an alternative, analytical model of HF
atmospheric noise. An alternativeHF atmospheric noise model based on cluttermodeling techniques is
then proposedwhich is shown to be a good approximation to the CCIR 322 noise model. ExistingHF
atmospheric noise models from the literature are then discussed, and it is shown that the proposed
model is identical to the model proposed by Hall (1966). However, in a departure from Hall, who
developed an optimal, parametric, coherent detector based on the Hall model; the locally optimum,
parametric, non-coherent detector based on the proposed noise model/Hall model is derived, along
with an adaptive counterpart.
Chapter four provides a monte carlo simulation analysis of the performance of the locally optimum,
parametric, non-coherent, non-adaptive detector derived in chapter three, and compares this with the
performance of two common non-parametric approximations. Performance issues with the locally
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optimum detector associated with the locally optimum detection criterion are revealed Such issues are
countered by modifications to the locally optimum, parametric, non-coherent, adaptive detector.
Finally, the performance of the adaptive detector is compared to that of the non-parametric
approximations.
Chapter five provides a brief summary of the significant results of thework.
Chapter 2
2. FUNDAMENTALCONCEPTS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 Introduction
This chapter develops a complete problem statement, and, in so doing, introduces fundamental
concepts used in the following chapters. First, various concepts from detection theory are introduced
that are used in subsequent sections. This is followed by a theoretical derivation of the matched filter
detector for Gaussian background noise statistics. A coherent detector derivation is provided as an
introduction, followed by the non-coherent detector derivation. Using the results of the non-coherent
detector derivation, amatched-filter-based PN-spread PSK detector is introduced The CCIR 322 noise
model is then presented, and the performance of the non-coherent, matched-filter-based PN-Spread
PSK detector in a CCIR 322 noise background is studied, completing the statement of the problem at
hand Finally, a derivation of the locally optimum detector for arbitrary background noise probability
density function is provided As before, a coherent detector derivation is provided as an introduction,
followed by the non-coherent detector derivation.
2.2 Fundamental Concepts fromDetection Theory
The material in this section is derived from Johnson and Dudgeon (1993, Chapter 5) and Van Trees
(1968, Chapter 2).
2.2.1 Hypothesis Testing
Given a vector y of observed data and a set of candidate probabilistic models (or hypotheses),
hypothesis testing provides a systematic and potentially optimal method of determining which
hypothesis resulted in the observed data. To provide this, the hypothesis testing process must map the
observation vector space into non-overlapping decision regions, one region for each hypothesis.
As an example, consider the binary hypothesis testing problem. For this case, there are two hypotheses,
which we will refer to as Ho and Hi, and thus two decision regions in the observation vector space,
whichwewill refer to as Ro andRi. Four possible outcomes exist:
HypothesisHi is the correct choice, y exists inRi, and soHi is chosen
HypothesisHi is the correct choice, y exists inRo, and so Ho is chosen
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Hypothesis Ho is the correct choice, y exists inRi, and soHi is chosen
HypothesisHo is the correct choice, y exists inRo, and so Ho is chosen
This hypothesis testing framework is applied to the problem of detection in the followingmanner. Let
y be a vector of received samples. Let Ho be the hypothesis that no signal is present in received vector
y. This is generally referred to as the null hypothesis. LetHi be the hypothesis that the signal is indeed
present in received vector y. This is generally referred to as the alternative hypothesis. The four
outcomes then become:
Detection:Hi true,Hi chosen
Miss:Hi true, Ho chosen
FalseAlarm:Ho true,Hi chosen
(unnamed): Ho true,Ho chosen
The probability if detection, Pd, is 1 - Pm,where Pm is the probability ofmiss. Similarly, the probability
of false alarm, Pf, is 1 - Phd true, chosen- As a result, detector performance can be expressed in terms of
the two probabilities Pd and Pf.
Pf can be expressed as:
Pf = ^p?\H*{y\Ho)ly
where Py |Ho(y |Ho) is the conditional multivariate probability density function of y given Ho is true, and
Ri is the decision region corresponding toHi. Similarly,
Pd= \py i #.(y | Hi)dy.
Rl
Note that as decision regionRi decreases in size, both probabilities tend toward zero. AsRi increases in
size, both probabilities tend toward one. The task at hand is to develop a mapping of the received
vectory to the decision regions in such amanner as to maximize Pd and minimize Pf.
In hypothesis testing parlance, Pd is referred to as the power of the test andPf is referred to as the size
of the test.
2. 2.2 Neyman-Pearson Criterion
The Neyman-Pearson detection criterion is a performance criterion based solely on the two
probabilities Pd and Pf1. Pf is constrained to be less than or equal to a specified value, a, while Pd is
maximized bymanipulation of the decision regions. Alternately stated, the criterionmaximizes Pd over
Ri subject to the constraint thatPf = a' < a.
Using themethod ofLagrangemultipliers,we seek tomaximize the function F:
F = Pd + A(Pf - a')
where X is the Lagrangemultiplier. Substituting,we have
F= jpy\Hx(y\Hi)dy + 'k ^pyiHoiylHoyty-a'
Rl \Rl
F = -Xa'+ \[py i Hi(y | Hi)+ Xpy \ Ho(y \ Ho)}iy.
Rl
Tomaximize F with respect to Ri, Ri should be chosen such that the integrand is always positive. This
corresponds to values of y where Py|Hi(y|Hi) > -APy|(y |Ho) and results in the following decision
rule:
1 An alternative decision criterion, the Bayes criterion, exists. This criterion requires anaprion understanding of the probabilities
of the various hypotheses being true, and is thus inappropriate for detection problems in communication systems, since the
apriori probabilities are impossible to obtain.
Hi
py\Hi{y\Hi) >
_^
py\Ho(y\Ho) <
Ho
Hi
-X.
Ho
This decision rule is referred to as a likelihood ratio. Taken literally, this decision rule results in a
detector that evaluates two functions of the received vector y, namely Py |hi(y | Hi) and Py |Ho(y | Ho) , and
compares the ratio of the output of these two functions to a threshold As such, it is selecting the
hypothesiswith the greatest likelihood of occurrence (with a suitable weighting to insure a desired Pf).
Usually it is possible to simplify the likelihood ratio by application of monotonic functions and other
means to yield a detectormore suitable for implementation. Such a simplified expression is referred to
as a sufficient statistic:
W{y)>y:Hi V(y)<y:Ho.
From our previous discussion of the relationship between Pd andPf, Pd is at amaximumwhen
a'
= a.
Thus, a threshold value is obtained from either of the following integrals:
Pf - \pr\ i ho(A | Ho)dA = a
-X
00
Pf = J/?* i ho^ | Ho)W = a.
2.2.3 Detection in the PresenceofUncertainty
In general, the conditional probability density functions fromwhich a sufficient statistic is derived will
have some degree of uncertainty associatedwith them. This uncertainly falls into two classifications:
Parametric - In this case, one or more parameters of the conditional probability densities is
unknown (e.g. the variance).
Non-Parametric - In this case, the type of distribution itself is in question (e.g. Gaussian,
Laplacian, etc.).
For the remainder of this chapter, we will focus on the parametric problem, since such a focus is best
suited to provide the necessary background for the material in later chapters.
For the parametric problem, we introduce the dependence of the conditional probability densities on a
set of parameters by introducing a parameter vector as part of the condition. The conditional
probability density functions are thus given as:
py\m,t,(y\Hi,Q.
This situation is referred to as a composite hypothesis problem. This situation can be further classified
by the nature of the parameters specified in parameter vector cj:
random parameters, or
non-random parameters.
In the case of random parameters, the random parameter vector probability density function is
incorporated into the likelihood ratio as follows:
A(y) =
; i My I #0
=j
/?y | Ho{y | #o) J^y , H0. 5(y | #0>^ , ( | Ho)dl
'
This is referred to byDiFranco andRubin (1968, p. 266) as the generalized likelihood ratio.
In the case of non-random parameters, where a probability density function for the unknown
parameters is unavailable, a generalized likelihood ratio is formed using estimates of the unknown
parameters. An estimation procedure that merges well with the likelihood ratio is maximum likelihood
(ML) estimation. The ML estimate of E, is merely that value of , that maximizes Py|^(y | Q given the
received vector y. Estimating the parameter vector separately for each hypothesis (since the parameter
vector is likely to be different for each hypothesis) gives the generalized likelihood ratio:
A( \ =
max ^ p,\Hl.i(y\Hi,)
max \ py i ho. ?(y | Ho, cj)
Note that the parameter and the hypothesis are not necessarily unrelated. For instance, if the unknown
parameter cjwas the received signal amplitude, Howould indicate the hypothesis that cj was zero andHi
would indicate the hypothesis that cj was non-zero.
2.2.4 PowerFunction
We define the test 5(y) based on the sufficient statistic ^(y) as follows:
s(y) =
1 T(y)>y
Ky) (y)=Y
0 vF(y)<y.
The power function of test 5 (y) and the parameter vector j, p( % 1 5 ), is defined as:
/>fe|8My)l$}
P^\o}=\d(y)fy^{y\^)dy.
y
Thus, the power function provides the percentage of y values that result in hypothesisHi being chosen
as a function ofparameter . Otherwise stated the power function is the probability of detection vs. cj.
2. 2.5 UniformlyMostPowerful Tests
A hypothesis test is uniformlymost powerful (UMP) test with respect to the parameter(s) if both the
sufficient statistic and false alarm probability can be determined for every j without knowledge of cj.
2.2.6'
Locally OptimumDetection
The locally optimum test criterion optimizes detector performance for those values of a parameter cj
associated with the alternative hypothesis, Hi, that are close in value to the parameter value(s)
associatedwith the null hypothesis,Ho. This approach can be adoptedwhen aUMP testwith respect to
parameter cj is not readily available.
As a specific example, when a UMP test with respect to an unknown amplitude parameter is not
available, it is desirable to employ the locally optimum test criterion, which optimizes detector
performance for the case where the amplitude is small. This can lead to a useful and potentially non-
limiting detector simplification since it is in the small signal (low SNR) case that detector performance is
most in need of optimization.2
The following derivation of the locally optimum test criterion follows closely the derivation provided by
Kassam (1988, Chapter 1). Consider a class of tests based on the test functions 5;(y), each having
desired size (Pf) for =0, and each testing for cj>,Qthe alternative hypothesis. Assume the power
function of 5(y) vs. 2, is continuously differentiable at cj=cjo. As we are interested in detector
performance when cj is close to cjo, we use as a measure of quality the slope of the power function at
2 The choice of theword potentialr/ turns out to be quire significant, as is shown in chapter 4.
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We seek, among this class of tests, a test 8'(y), having Pf = a which maximizes the derivative of the
power function at cj=cjo and thus has the power function-
pfc\d')>pfe\b) Z,o<$<<%m
where cjnux > cjo. Such a test is the locallymost powerful or locally optimum, test for j = cjo against cj >
So-
Kassam introduces the following theorem:
Theorem: Let g(y) and hi(y), h2(y), ... iim(y) be real valued and integrable functions defined for all y.
Let an integrable function 8(y) have the following characteristics:
5(y)=
1 g{y)>Xhh{y)
1=1
r(y) g(y)=EMy)
m
o c?(y)<I>^(y)-
1=1
For a set of constants A^ > 0, i = 1, 2, ... , m, and 0 < r(y) < 1. Define for i = 1, 2, ... , mthe quantities
a. = J6(yMyVy-
y
Then from within the class of all test functions satisfying the m constraints given in the previous
equation, the function 5(y) as given above maximizes
11
|5(yMy>*y-
A proof of this theorem can be found in Lehmann (1959, chapter 3). We now apply this theorem
startingwith the derivative of the power function:
^'feo|5) = ^|5(y)/y|,(y|c;>/3;|5 = ,o
= V
//(cjo|5)={5(y) /y|,(y|cj)|, = ,orfy
y ^
/>'(cjo|o)=j8(yMyyy.
Thus, by identifying g(y) as given above, the theorem may be used to maximize the derivative of the
power function at , = jo- Now taking m = 1 we satisfy the oti, or Pf, constraint by substituting
fylkiCV I o) for hi(y).This gives
ai = J5(y)/y i i(y | cjo>fy.
y
5(y) then becomes
(y)=
\ i s(y)>Mi(y)
r(y) g(y)=^Hy)
0 g(y)<Xhi(y)
giving as the locally optimum, test criterion:
12
^/yu(ylS)H^
My)= % , ,,x */y i ?(y I So) <
Ho
Hi
ALo(y) =
^-\nyyu{y\^)}\i-io>
X.
Ho
2.3 Bandpass Signal Representations
For this section, we borrow heavily from Kassam (1988, Section 5.2). We begin with the general
continuous time domain representation of a completely known narrowband signal waveform observed
in the presence of additive noise:
y(t) = ^v(r)cos[coof + (t)]+ r\(t)
v(t) and <j)(t) are known amplitude and phase modulations which spread the signal about a narrow range
of frequencies centered on the carrier, coo. A is the nominal amplitude of the signal. r)(t) is assumed to
be a stationary, zero-mean, bandpass, white noise process with a power spectral density which is
constant over a bandwith, B, which is greater than the signal bandwidth Bs but is small with respect to
the carrier frequency.
The noise process can thus be expressed as:
r\(t)= rp(r)cosor + rie^sinor
Using this representation of the noise and expanding the signal term using cos(A+B) = cos(A)cos(B) -
sin(A)sin(B) gives the following representation fory(t):
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y(t)= [Asi(t) + T\i(t)]cos caot + [Aso(t)+ r\o(t)]sin coot
y(t)= yi(t)cos coot + yo(t)sin coot
where si(t) = v(t)cos(cj)(t)) and SQ.(t) = v(t)sin(<j)(t
As is shown in Proakis andManolakis (1988, p. 419), the inphase and quadrature components of y(t),yi
and yQ respectively, can be generated viamixingwith twin carriers having same frequency coo but offset
in phase by 7t/2 radians, followed by low-pass filtering.
We assume a sampling operation is performed on the in-phase and quadrature components of y(t) to
obtain:
yi = y(iT)
yu = Asir + r\u
yiQ = AsiQ + r\tQ
Both the in-phase and quadrature components of the noise samples are assumed to be a sequence of
HD random variables having a common univariate distribution. It is assumed that the noise samples are
independent from sample to sample.
Due to the quadrature mixing operation, it can be shown that the in-phase and quadrature noise
processes are uncorrelated at any given sampling time. For Gaussian noise, it can be shown that
uncorrelated in-phase and quadrature components leads to independent in-phase and quadrature
components (due to the factoring that can occur in the exponent of the multivariate Gaussian
distribution if the covariance matrix is the identitymatrix). For non-Gaussian noise distributions, such
independence cannot be assumed Therefore, in sequel we will treat the noise process as a sequence of
two-dimensional samples, each sample governed by a bivariate probability density function, and each
sample being independent from all others.
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2.4 Coherent Detection inWhite, Gaussian Background Noise
This case is provided as an introduction to the derivation methods used in this work. As we will see
shortly, detection of PN-Spread PSK waveforms in HF channels cannot be coherent, and the
background noise cannot be assumed to be Gaussian.
In forming the likelihood ratio, we begin with the noise distribution As is required by the quadrature
demodulation processing to be shown in section 2.6.2, we treat the noise (and signal) as a complex-
valued process. This detector derivation is based on a similar derivation for non-Gaussian noise
distributions performed byModestino andNingo (1979).
The noise distribution is assumed to be a bivariate Gaussian and is expressed as:
pm, nQ\n.U, TliQ).
The corresponding conditional probability density functions for the two hypotheses are:
pyi i ho\yi | Ho)= pm, no\yu, ytQ)
py: \ H\yi | Hi)= pm, nQ{yu - Sil, yiq - Sig)
wherey is an element of the received vector y, and s; is an element of the signal vector s. A usefulway
to think of this is that for Ho, the received vector contains only noise samples, and so the bivariate
distribution of each received vector element is a Gaussian (bell) shaped surface centered on the origin.
ForHi, signal is also present, and so the bivariate distribution for each signal-plus-noise sample is the
noise-only bivariate distribution shifted to be centered on the signal sample value.
The likelihood ratio thus becomes:
N-l Hi
TT pm, nQ\yu Sir, yiq Sio)
Y\pm,nQ{yu,yiQ)
1=0 H
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where Ao is a threshold value chosen to attain a desired probability of false alarm The statistical
independence of the elements ofy is assumed
At this point, it is useful to review the multivariate Gaussian distribution. A column vector y of length
Nwhich ismultivariate Gaussian distributed has the following probability density function:
( \ h \-w/2,^,-i/2
-i/2[(y-bfy-i(y-b)l
py(y)={2%) \Ky\ e L J
where b is themean vector of y and Ky is the covariance matrix of y.
For our purposes,N = 2, b is an all-zero vector, andKy is given as:
yoyo yoyi
yiyo yiyi
a2 0
0 a2
2 T
where E( ) is the expectation operator and o2 is the variance of each element of y. Note that the
elements of y are uncorrelated as per our white noise assumption. Applying these assumptions to the
probability density function expression gives:
= 1/ , = 1/ , e-W+y?h/Itzo2 /2ixg2
Substituting this bivariate Gaussian distribution into the conditional probability density functions gives:
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py, | Hoiyi | Ho)= V , e-l^WW/ liter
py, i
w,(y,- 1 Hi)= V ,
^(MM^efK2
/27tcr
and the likelihood ratio becomes:
nl/
aW = j=Sm : : Ao
nl/ Ay^+yictp*- <
Ho
fr-i j Hi
A(y) = - -t 1 Ao.
<
e Ho
Now consider taking the natural logarithm of both the likelihood ratio and the threshold to develop a
sufficient statistic Since the natural logarithm is amonotonicaUy increasing function, its application will
not alter the inequality. Its application will simplify the detector design, however, by removing the
exponential operator
Hi
ln(A(y)) = + '^fiW-ci-e)2! /^2 hi(Ao).
Ho
Further simplificationyields the sufficient statistic ^(y):
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Hi
N-l. N-l. >
- 2 zZ (y^ + yiosiQ)
+2Z(su2
+
siQ2) - 2ct2 lnfAo
i=0 1=0 <
Ho
Hi
IRe{yis.- } a2 ln(Ao) + J/ IH
/=o < / -^ ,'=0
#0
#1
(y) = Re{y
Js" }
>
a2
ln(Ao) +E/ = y
Ho
where Esis the energy of the reference signal vector s. Thus, the optimal detector for the detection of a
completely known signal in white, Gaussian noise executes a complex dot product of the received
vector y with the signal vector s and takes the real part of the result. In practice, the complex dot
product operation is replaced with a filtering operation where the filter impulse response is the time-
reversed complex conjugate of s, Le. amatched filter.
2 .5 Non-CoherentDetection inWhite, Gaussian BackgroundNoise
We now introduce the parameter 0, which is the phase uncertainty between the signal component of
the received vector and the reference signal vector s. The fact that the propagation distance is large
with respect to the carrierwavelength allows us to model the phase uncertainty as a random parameter
which is uniformly distributed between 0 and 27t.
Returning to the prior derivation of a coherent detector, let us pick up at the point just prior to the
application of the natural loganthm:
18
-!r / Hi
-^JCyii-sdt+CtQ-BQf ] /2a2
A(y) = sn -, Ao
e Ho
H
-S[o<'-')!+c>-(o-eJ2]/2o2+j;[o-.7j2*o-eJ!]/2c2
>
A(y)=e'- ' '- i Ao
<
Ho
Hi
A(y)=e^4r44^2>Ao
<
Ho
Note that yTs*is a complex value, and as such, can be expressed in terms of its magnitude and phase:
yV = yVe*
where a is the phase angle of the complex value. Applying this to the likelihood ratio gives:
Hi
/ n
^yVlcosa-fi]/^2 >
AA(y)=e ' ' * Ao
Ho
Nowwe introduce the random parameter 9 by replacing the vector s with s', where s' = se-)8. We can
take this action this late in the derivation since the difference is irrelevant up until now. Substituting
gives:
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Hi
"/_2 lyVlcosto+al/cT2 >
<
Ho
A(y)=e /2oe' ' ;/ Ao
Applying the generalized likelihood ratio approach to remove the conditional dependence on 9 gives:
jpy i ffi. e(y | Hi,Q)pe \ m(Q \ Hi)dQ
A(y) = * 7 npy i H[y | Ho)
Hi
-,
2it
^ 1 f |y^-|cos(6+a)/a2 >A(y) = e/2.2_LJ(
iYo
271 J <
NowDiFranco andRubin (1968, pp. 301) (who provided the insight to get us this far) make the rather
handy observation that the integral in the likelihood ratio is the modified Bessel function of the first
kind of order zero:
It.
Jo(fl) = Jeacos(e+a)J9.
271
0
Substituting gives:
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A(y)=e"^7o
yrs*
a2 J
Hi
>
<
Ho
Ai
Since Io(a) is a monotonicalry increasing function of a, it can be removed without affecting the
inequality, yielding the sufficient statistic
Hi
A(y)=yV <jZIo
^(y)=|yV
<
Ho
Hi
>
<
Ho
e 2c"Ai
v J
Y-
Again we see that a matched filter is the optimal detector. However, due to the phase uncertainty, the
magnitude of the matched filter output is used as opposed to only using the real part of the matched
filter output (considerwhat would happen to our coherent detector if 9 = tt/2). Note that this detector
is uniformlymost powerful with respect to phase uncertainty.
Now let us consider how the detector derivation is modified to account for the effects of unknown
signal amplitude. The generalized likelihood ratio becomes:
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J J/* i *,. e,A(y | Hi, 9, ii)pe i h,(Q \ Hi)Pa i h{A \ Hi)dQdA
A(y) =^
py I /f(y | Ho)
A(y) = /
f\ r *l /A"y s
-/
-/iz&/
'2a'
h A\yH'\
e2,
Hi
>
Pa i hi(A | Hi)dA A2.
<
Ho
Note that f(r) is a monotonically increasing function of r, where r = |yTs*| /a2, making r a useful
sufficient statistic. Thus, this non-coherent matched filter detector is uniformly most powerful with
respect to amplitude as well.
2.6 Matched-Filter-Based PN-Spread PSKDetector
This section presents a mathematical treatment of the PN-spread PSK burst waveform detector based
on the non-coherent matched filter just derived Analysis of the modulation process in addition to the
demodulation and detection processes will be provided. An emphasis is placed on the signal energy at
various points in the processing, as signal energy is an important component of the theoretical
performance analysis to follow. Analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion is neglected for
tractability ofmonte-carlo simulation. Discrete signal representations are maintained throughout.
2.6.1 Modulator
Figure 2-1 gives the block diagram representation of the PN-spread PSK modulator. The modulation
process can be partitioned into 4 components: codeword generation, signal generation, interpolation
and filtering, and carriermodulation.
Sw(n)
x v
c Signal s(m) s(n) | . ^
Gen.
mK '
Sko(n)
cos(arg)
-sin(arg)
-'xV
sqrt(2) _x(n)
Figure 2-1. PN-Spread PSK modulator. The argument of the cosine and sine functions is 27tfi(T/L)n. Data flows
in bold connote complex-valued flow.
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2.6.1.1 Codeword Generation
The signal to be detected originates as a codeword C containing N elements. Each element of C is
denved from a uniformly-distributed, discrete random process havingM possible outcomes and taking
on integer values between 0 andM-1 inclusive. Otherwise stated
C = [Co Ci ... Cn - iJ
Cm s { 0, 1, 2, ... M-\ }
whereC is the codeword vector and Cm is a single element in the codeword vector.
2.6.1.2 Signal Generation
C is used to form a discrete, analytic signal s(m) in the followingmanner
I P j2rrCm/
s(m) =Ae /m
where Cm is the mth element of C, E is the energy in s(m), and N is the length of C. The sampling
interval for s(m) will be represented in sequel byT.
2.6.1.3 InterpolationandFiltering
Interpolation is required prior to carriermodulation to prevent aliasing. The signal s(m) is zero-filled to
form a signal Su(n) such that:
, ,. (s(n/L) n = 0, L, 2L, ...
v ' [0 else
In turn, the baseband signal Sb(n) is formed by filtering su(n) with themodulator filter hm(n):
co
Sb(n)= ^Su(k)hm(n - k).
k=->
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The modulator filter possesses a low-pass frequency response with cutoff frequency/n- This serves the
purpose of both bandlimiting the analytic signal prior to modulation by the carrier and completing the
interpolation of s(m) to the higher sampling rate. Ideally, hm(n) is a "brick-wall" filter having a linear
phase response and cutoff angle 6m, and cutoff frequency,/*, such that:
- 1/fm ~ /2LT
Now let us normalize hm(n) such that, for a white input signal, the power of the output waveform
equals the power of the input waveform. To do this, we insure the filter coefficients are scaled such
that:
|>(*)| =i-
i=-
This normalization of hm(n) compensates for the loss of energy that would otherwise result from the
filtering as a consequence of Parseval's Theorem.An additional scale factor of v(fs/fm ) or vL is used to
compensate for the loss of power resulting from the zero fill process. This has the effect of increasing
the energy of the output by a factor ofL. And so the energy in Sb(n) is given as:
NL-l N-l
e = XK)f =LK- =LllHmt
n=0
N-l
m=0
Esb = LE.
m=0
E J2*c"M
n-\ r
t'oN
Note that this modulator filter is effectively the IF filter for the up-conversion from baseband to IF. In
practice, L could be quite large to accommodate a high final IF frequency value. The value of L in use
in sequel, namelyL = 4,was chosen for the sake of simulation efficiency.
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2.6.1.4 CarrierModulation
The transmitted signal, x(n), is obtained by modulating Sb(n) with a complex carrier and taking the real
portion of the result
x{n)=^{sb{n)ei2^An)
x(n) = Re { (sbi(n)+ jsbo(n))(cos(27rfc T/Ln)+ j sm(2nfc T/L n)) }
x(n) = Sbi(n)cos(2nfcT/Ln)- Sbo{n)sm{27tfc T/Ln)
where/ is the carrier frequency.
Given thatmodulation by the complex carrier does not affect signal energy and assuming that the real
and imaginary parts of the modulated Sb(n) have equal energy, and thus split the energy of Sb(n) equally
between them, gives:
ZT - Est/ LE/*x~ ?2~ /2-
For convenience, an additional gain factor of \2x is applied to compensate for the 2x loss of energy
that occurs when the real part of the modulated signal is taken, giving
Ex = LE.
2.6.2 Demodulator
Figure 2-2 gives the block diagram representation of the PN-spread PSK demodulator.
n(n)
r(n)
X -
cos(arg)
-sin(arg)
-
hd(n)
rdo(n>
L:1
,
re(m>
-JJL
x(n) ^
AGC - ,
>*
.
+ nmflm^ " I 1 <t
hd(n) L:1 -K
Figure 2-2. PN-Spread PSK demodulator and detector. The argument of the cosine and sine functions
27t(c+Af)(T/L)n + (j). Data flows in bold connote complex values.
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2.6.2.1 CarrierMixing
Assuming no additive noise, r(n) = x(n). The received signal, r(n), is mixedwith the complex carrier to
form rb(n):
+Af)y^*)
r(n)= [sbr(n)cos (2nfcyLn)- Sbe(n)sm (2nfcyLn)]e
^fc +MY/L^)
E rb = E r = E x = LE
2.6.2.2 Demodulator Filtering
The desired characteristics of the demodulator filter are the same as those of the modulator filter
(required for matched filter detection). Again it is desirable for the output power to equal the input
power for a white input signal and so, from Parseval's Theorem, a passband gain of VL is required
Assuming ideal hd(n) with passband gain of VL and that Af is small with respect to fc it is possible to
show that:
w(n) = ^/e-</2*v5S"+*)5W
zr J LEsb/ L~E/~ /2~
/2
"
Now define r<fl(m), which is the L:l decimated version of r<j(m), choosing decimation phase 1, where 1
0,1,...,D
rdi(m) = rd(Lm + 1)
then
Erdl = Erd/L = LE/T
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2.6.2.3 Detection Filtering
The detection filter is a filtermatched to s(m), thus having impulse response:
hmf{m) = s (N -m)
A fixed detection threshold is used
Note that throughout the rest of this work, Af will be neglected Af is accommodated using a bank of
detection filters, each a frequency-shifted version of s*(m). It was decided that the addition of such
complexity would be an unnecessary distraction. The effects of the phase uncertainty, cf>, are
accommodated by non-coherent detection
2.6.2.4 NoisePower
The demodulator filter normalization is such that when white noise of a particular power level is
applied to the demodulator input, the detection filter inputwill have that same power level
2.7 Theoretical Performance ofMatched-Filter-Based PN-Spread PSKDetector
This section provides a theoretical derivation of the noise-only and signal-plus-noise detector output
distributions for Gaussian noise background The results are used to show the theoretical performance
of the detector in a Gaussian noise background These performance results are provided as a baseline
for future results. Generation of such theoretical performance results is generally not possible for non-
Gaussian background noise, necessitating the use of monte carlo analysis. Since this sort of theoretical
derivation of detector performance in not used anywhere else in this work, this section could be
skipped by a reader interested in getting onwith the problem defininon
2.7.1 Noise-OnlyHypothesis
We assume the noise, r|(n), is real, white and Gaussian distributed having zero mean and a variance of
ct2. The noise aftermixing and filtering is zero-mean and Gaussian distributed (Since the input is white,
the individual samples of T|(n) are IID. The multiplication and filtering processes produce a weighted
sum ofHD Gaussian RVs, which itself is Gaussian distributed, but is not necessarilywhite)
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The cosine-mixed signal and sine-mixed signal are combined to form a single complex signalwhose real
and imaginary components are HD Gaussian zero-mean RVs. Thus, the joint distribution of the real
component and imaginary component of r<s(m) can be given as:
s ( \
1
Mx-y) = u?e
where x represents the real component andy represents the imaginary component of the demodulator
output rdi(m) for a particular value ofm. Themagnitude of the demodulator output is defined as:
z = +
y2
where z is the magnitude of rdi(m) for the same m. As shown in Papoulis (1991, pp. 140), z is Rayleigh
distributed
/z(z)=4e-zV2<iV(z).
CT
Since a weighted sum of Gaussian random variables remains Gaussian (as per the Central Limit
Theorem), the output of the detector has Gaussian-distributed real and imaginary components and thus
aRayleigh-distributedmagnitude.
Assuming the autocorrelation functions of r](n) and s*(n) are uncorrelated, and s*(n) is normalized such
that
f>*(")| =1
the output variance of the detector to be the same as the input variance Therefore the Ho distribution
is known and can be used to derive Pf as a function of the threshold
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-z2/2c
CT1PF=^fi(z)dz=^~e
Evaluating the integral gives:
PF = e
and so, given a desiredPf, a detection threshold Y, can be chosen via:
Y = -/-2CT2ln(/?/).
2. 7. 2 SignalPlus-NoiseHypothesis
Assume optimal matched filter sampling time and assuming optimal decimator output phase, lop[, is
chosen, optimal interpolation and decimation filtering, no noise, and neglecting filter delays, the
demodulator output is given as:
/ \ 4lL/ -y'(2'tA/rm+*)
rdiwim) = s A p, s(m)
The detector filter impulse response, hmf(n), is the time-reversed conjugate of s(m) normalized such
that:
]T|/zm/(m)| =1
giving
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1 -J2izCN.m/
M)=J-g /m-
Thus, d(m) is given as:
k=-oo i=-oo V JV V JV
Now at the optimal sampling opportunity,m = N, giving
d(N) = -fy0^2LE ***+>
A^*tl/2 ^
jfc=-00
Now if noise is present, the detector output can be seen to be the vector summation of the fixed
component given in the previous equation with a noise component having a Rayleigh distribution as
shown previously.
Thus, the joint distribution of the real component and imaginary component of d(m) at the optimal
detector output sampling time can be given as:
. 1
a = jLE/2
where x represents the real component and y represents the imaginary component of the detector
output d(m) for a particular value ofm, and ct2 is the variance of both x and y. The magnitude of the
demodulator output can be represented as:
30
= -y/(x +af +
y2
where z is the magnitude of d(m) for the same m. As shown in Papoulis (1991, pp.140), z is Rician
distributed
and Pd is given as:
ft(z)dz =
|
Pd= \fi(z) | /o| = igl-/o[^
i-*2+'V^
2.7.3 Theoretical Performance
Observe that signal energy is being held constant, requiring that cr2 vary to produce the desired SNR.
One could just as easily hold ct2 constant and vary E, or allow both to vary so long as the desired SNR
is achieved The resulting Pd will not be affected given that the detection threshold is obtained as
derived earlier and repeated here
y = V-2CT2ln(iV).
Given y, Pd is obtained as derived earlier and repeated here:
ft=f^)&=f^/{f)e
(-z'+a2)^2
_ -4EL/ _ ia- /2 i.
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Figure 2-3 shows example Px|hd(X|H0) and Pj|hi(X|H1) functions for two example SNRs with N
equal to 64. Figure 2-4 shows the theoretical performance for various values ofN.
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Figure 2-3. HO andHI PDFs for two different SNR values. Detection thresholds for Pf
of lO6 are 14.805 and 4.69 respectively.
Pd vs SNR (in 3kHz) for various N, Pfa = 1e-006
a
Q_
Figure 2-4. Theoretical performance for variousN, Pf = 10*. SNR values are in dB.
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2.8 The Problem ofHFAtmospheric BackgroundNoise
In this section, the reader is introduced to the CCIR 322 noise model. Following this introduction,
simulation results showing the effects ofCOR 322 noise on the matched-filter-based PN-spread PSK
detector are presented
2. 8. 1 CCIR 322 NoiseModel
CCIRReport 322-3 provides an industry-standard model forHF atmospheric background noise. This
section provides a description of the CCIR 322 model derived from the report itself (CCIR, 1986) and
from the precedingwork bySpaulding andWashburn (1985).
HF atmospheric noise is the superposition of impulsive signals radiated by lightning strikes. lightning
radiates most of its electromagnetic energy at HF frequencies (3-30 MHz) and below. Since HF
frequencies support long distance propagation due to ionospheric propagation, it is possible for any
receiving location to observe lightning-generated emissions from any other location on the surface of
the earth. (Note that lower frequencies support longer propagation paths, and that atmospheric
background noise levels increasewith decreasing frequency.)
In addition to atmospheric noise, there exists man-made noise (a term usually used to describe
unintentional electromagnetic radiation from machinery), interference from intentionally-radiated yet
undesired transmissions, galactic noise, and receiver thermal noise. Galactic and thermal noise are
generally inconsequential to HF communication systems. Galactic noise levels generally exceed HF
atmospheric noise levels only at frequencies above 30 MHz. In turn, HF atmospheric noise levels
generally exceed the sensitivityofHF receivers.Whereas both unintentionally radiated and intentionally
radiated man-made noise are significant factors inHF communication system performance, these types
of noise are not involved in the subsequentwork and are left as a basis for future study. As a result, this
work ismost relevant for those receiving locationswhere atmospheric noise predominates.
Atmospheric noise is a random process. The CCIR 322 noise model treats the received atmospheric
noise as a bandpass random process having distinct envelope and phase processes.
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r\(t)= e(t)cos(coct + (t))
The underlying random variable for the phase process <j)(t) is uniformly distributed between 0 and 27t.
The probability density function of the envelope3 process e(t) is a one-sided, two parameter
distribution. The parameters of this envelope distribution are the noise figure (noise power), Fa andVa,
the log of the ratio of the square root of the secondmoment to the firstmoment. Specifically:
F* = 20 log
1 T eo
eav = E[e]= je(t)dt = \efe(e)de
T^
0 0
eW =
E[e2 \=-\e2 {t)dt = Je2 fe(e)de
*
0 0
where fe(e) is the probability density function of the envelope process and T is sufficientiy large Vd is
effectively ameasure of the impulsiveness of the noise. The larger the Va value, themore impulsive the
noise. TheVa value of aRayleigh distribution is 1.049.
In practice, the envelope amplitude distribution is specified indirectly via an amplitude probability
distribution, or APD. The APD specifies the probability of the envelope exceeding a specified level.
Otherwise stated
De{e)=P{e>e}=\-Fe(e)
where De(e) is the APD of the envelope process, e is the underlying random variable for the envelope
process, and Fe(e) is the cumulative probability density function of the envelope process. The APD is
normalized to a particular Fa (noise power) value so that in practice only the Va parameter is used to
specify the distribution. Any desired noise power can be obtained by application of a suitable scale
factor.
3 The term
'envelope' is used to indicate themagnitude of a complex value.
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CCIR 322 provides estimates of the hourlymedian values of Fa based on frequency, location, season,
and local time-of-day. The estimates provided are based on data obtained from 1957 to 1968 at 27
receiving sites dispersed worldwide. Interpolation methods were used (Lawson, 1982) to obtain an 84
by 100 grid of longitude and latitude points respectively. Interpolation methods used includedmethods
previouslyused in the analysis of the gravitational field ofVenus.
The distribution of Fa about its median is based on frequency, season and local time-of-day only, and is
represented by two log-normal distributions, one for values above themedian and one for values below
the median. Appropriate parameters are provided Confidence levels for the median estimates of Fa are
provided, as are confidence levels for the parameters of the Fa distribution about its median. Whereas
these Fa values are important from a system planning perspective, they are less important for our
purposes, as wewill be concerning ourselves with signal-to-noise ratio and not absolute noise power (or
absolute signal power).
CCIR 322 provides estimates of 4-hour time-blockmedian values of Va for a 200 Hz bandwidth based
on center frequency, season, and local time-of-day. A means to map Va in 200 Hz to Va in arbitrary
bandwidth is provided The estimates provided are based on data obtained from 1957 to 1968 at 16
receiving sites dispersed worldwide. An additional ova parameter is provided which is also based on
frequency, season, and local time-of-day. ova is the standard deviation of the actual Va observations
about the predicted median value forVa. No time constant or any othermechanism to derive the time-
dependence of actualVa variation is provided
Table 2-1 gives the largest predicted median Va value, and its associated ova value, in a 200 Hz
bandwidth over the frequency range 2-20MHz as a function of time block and season. Based on Table
2-1, it is possible to obtain an expected range ofVa values in 200Hz. The lowest expected Va value of 2
comes fromWinter in the 8:00-12:00 time block. The largest expected Va value of 9.8 comes from
Summer in the 12:00-16:00 time block.Using the bandwidth conversion process supplied in CCIR 322,
the expected range ofVa in 2400Hz (the double-sided demodulator filter bandwidth) is 2.9 - 12.5.
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Winter Spring Summer Autumn
0:00-4:00 6.3 1.7 6.3 1.5 6.5 1.1 6.8 1.6
4:00-8:00 6.0 2.0 6.0 1.8 6.6 1.6 6.2 2.0
8:00-12:00 4.0 2.0 5.3 2.8 6.3 2.7 5.0 2.8
12:00-16:00 4.0 2.0 5.5 2.5 7.2 2.6 5.0 2.8
16:00-20:00 5.5 2.0 5.5 1.5 6.2 1.6 5.8 1.6
20:00-24:00 5.8 1.8 5.8 1.2 5.1 1.2 6.0 1.2
Table 2-1. Expected values for Vd for season and rime block.
Crichlow et. aL (1960) developed a graphical method for obtaining an amplitude probability distribution
from the measured statistical moments (Va), and a "most likely" subset of this model is used in CCIR
322. TheAPD is represented on a Rayleigh plot (where theAPD of a Rayleigh distribution is a straight
line) using two lines and the arc of a circle, the parameters of which are (determined from Va via the
Crichlowmethod An example of a Rayleigh plot showing a CCLR 322 APD can be found in Figure 3-
5. Thus, CCIR 322 provides a means of obtaining an APD directly from Va. This is the basis for the
CCLR 322 noise model, where the envelope process discussed earlier takes on values which are samples
of the distribution specified by theAPD, and the phase is uniformly distributed
It should be noted that the data used as the basis for CCLR 322 were obtained using short, vertical
monopole antennae. Directivity and polarization were not treated In addition, the effects of local
thunderstorm activitywere not treated
2.8.2 SimulatedPerformance in CCIR 322 Noise
Amatched filter detector calibrated for a particular Pf in Gaussian noise will experience a greater PF in
CCLR 322 noise of the same power. The reason for this is illustrated in Figures 2-5 and 2-6, which give
the histograms of thematched filter detector output for amatched filter length of 64 taps (26.7 ms), for
Vd values of 1.049, 5 and 10.
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HO pdf for N = 64, CCIR322 background Vd = [1.049 5 10]
1
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Figure 2-5. Comparison ofHo histograms for CCIR322 background noise ofvarying Y<j.
Yd values from left to right are 10, 5, and 1.049.
HOjpftj-tor N = 64, CCIR322 background Vd = [1 .049 5 10]
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Figure 2-6. Detail view of Figure 2.5. Ordinate values scaled by 10"3. Yd values from left to
right are 5 and 10.
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As can be seen, the detector output distribution for higher Vd has a greater likelihood of attaining
higher values. Thus, for a given threshold based on a Gaussian assumption (Le. Vd = 1.049), noise of a
higher Vd will have greater probability mass to the right of the threshold, resulting in increased PF.
Table 2-2 demonstrates this by providing the probabilities of false alarm using thresholds which
produce PF = 10-5 and PF = 1CH> in a Gaussian background
y = 3.393 Vd = 1.049 Vd = 5.0 Vd = 10.0
N=32
N=64
N=96
1.103e-5
1.115e-5
1.064e-5
1.423e-3
6.24e-4
3.948e-4
8.718e-3
6.351e-3
5.056e-3
y = 3.71 Vd = 1.049 Vd = 5.0 Vd = 10.0
N=32
N=64
N=96
0.93e-6
1.141e-6
1.04e-6
7.73&A
3.029e-4
1.863e-4
6.454e-3
4.494e-3
3.465e-3
Table 2-2. False alarm probabilities using a thresholdswhich produce Pf = 105 and Pf = lO6
in a Gaussian background (y = 3.393 and 3.71 respectively).
Conversely, Table 2-3 provides the threshold values required to maintain a particular Pf for various
values of Pf, PN sequence length N, and Va, assuming uriity noise power. Note that the larger
threshold values required to maintain a given Pf will result in a decrease in Pd. It is also interesting to
note that longer correlations produce results closer to Gaussian, as one would expect from the Central
T.in-iit Theorem.
Pf = le-5 Vd = 1.049 Vd = 5.0 Vd = 10.0 Gaussian
N = 32
N=64
N = 96
3.395
3.395
3.39
7.445
5.655
5.135
21.045
15.84
13.335
3.395
3.39
3.395
Pf = le-6 Vd = 1.049 Vd = 5.0 Vd = 10.0 Gaussian
N=32
N=64
N = 96
3.715
3.705
3.71
8.955
6.72
6.04
26.39
19.62
15.79
3.705
3.715
3.71
Table 2-3. Detection thresholds for various Pf overN and Vd, assuming unity noise power.
Figure 2-7 shows the performance impact ofmaintaining a given Pf as Va increases.
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Pd vs. SNR, N = [32 64 96] for Vd = 5 Pfa = 1 e-6
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Figure 2-7. Performance of matched filter detector calibrated for PF = 1CH in CCIR 322
noise of varying Vd,N = 32, 64, and 96. No detections occurred for N=32, Vd = 5. A Vd
value of 10was also tested, but no detections occurred.
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The effects of increasing CCLR 322 Va parameter on the matched filter can be summarized as follows:
In order for the detector to maintain a desired Pf, Pd vs. SNR performance must be compromised
Conversely, in order to maintain a desired Pd, Pf must increase by several orders of magnitude. In
either case, the performance of the detector suffers greatly.
2.9 Techniques forDetection in Non-Gaussian BackgroundNoise
In this section, coherent and non-coherent detectors are derived based on the locally optimum detector
criterion.
2.9.1 LocalfyOptimumCoherentDetection
This derivation is based onModestino and Ningo (1979) and Kassam (1988, Section 5.3). Recall from
section 2.2.6 that the locally optimum test statistic is given as:
fi\*b\z)\%=*
fy i vy I s;
Applying conditional probability density functions gives:
J N
n Pn'' nQ^u ~ ^Si', yiQ ~ ^^r =
My)= ^ "
n
>x
Y\pi.nQ.{yi,,yu?)
1=1
In order to crack this one wewill need to define a new pair of variables
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zu = yu cyst,
ziq = yiQ cjs/e
and apply the chain rule
^.-vf^^i+^r &*UJ
_y
The numerator of the locally optimum test statistic becomes
1=1
d d ~\ N
'Sir pm,nQ\Zii.Zir)) SiQ pm , nQ\Zii . Zie) I I pm,nQ\Zj/.ZjQ)*" ctefc )j=idzu
5=0
Dividing by the denominator and taking the limit as t, goes to zero gives
N
Sir pm, nQ\ya, yie)+ SiQ pm, nQ\yu, yio)
ALo(y)=-^-^
**
1=1 pm, nQ\yu, yia)
We now assume that the joint distribution representing each noise sample is drculariy symmetric. This
is indeed the case for the CCIR 322 noise model and can be argued in general for a process having
uniformly distributed phase and independent ampHtude and phase distributions. This allows us to
express the bivariate joint noise probability density function as
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pm. nQ(yu, yiQ)=
fyy*2
+yiQ2)= f(Ri)
whereRi = Vfy^+yo2). It follows that
p..^..^f{^r^).^SM
dyn' ~
dyu
dyiQ
-^.Be^,^)=^-/(V^rT^)=^%l.
Ri dRi
yiQ df{l
Ri dRi
Substituting gives
yu df{Ri) , yiQ df(Ri)
N Sir h SiQ
My)-! Ri dRif{Ri)Ri dRi
Ai(y)=-E **
1=1
Ato(y)= ^(twyi/ + SiQyiQ)g(Ri)
1=1
/=i
where
is the locally optimumnon-linearity. The receiver structure for this detector is provided in Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8. Locally optimum coherent deteaor.
Note that for a jointly Gaussian noise probability density function, the locally optimum non-linearity is
a constant (l/o2), giving the coherent detector derived earlier for Gaussian background noise.
2.9.2 LocallyOptimumNon-CoherentDetection
This derivation is based on Kassam (1988, Chapter 6) with an attempt made to minimize the use of the
shorthand notation that was adopted therein. We begin with the addition of a random, uniformly-
distributed phase uncertainty. The signal component of the receivedwaveform is now given as
c\,siefi = t%(su cos0 - Sia sin 0)+ jZfeiQ cos 0 + su sin0)
vhere
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a = [cos0 -sin]
b = [sin0 cos]
Si = [Sir S!q\
Before commencing with the detector derivation proper, some preliminarywork is required First, we
note the outcomes of the following expectation operations as theywill prove useful later:
2it
1
lit
ejara}= f(araW0>/0 = fi 2% z0
"1
0 1
*"
0
e{arb}= -/ie{bra4
"0
-1 0
cos20
-cos0sin0
cos0sin0
sin20
1 n oi
dB = -
2 L l\
Second, we note useful substitutions for the partial derivatives of the circularly-symmetric bivariate
noise distribution:
dyu
pm. nQ\yii{yir,yio)
pm, no\yu, yio)
= -yugio(Ri)
dyiQ
Pm.nQ{yir,yio)
pm, nQ\yu, yio)
= -yiogh(Ri)
as was shown in the prior coherent locally optimum detector derivation. Continuing with the second
partials gives:
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d2
/ x
d2
- pm, nQ{yu, yis)= f\Jyir2+yiQ2)dyu2 dyu2
% ;^ytr2+yiQ2
_
/"W^2
+
yjQ2jyu1
fyyir 2 + yiQ 2 ) fyyu 2 + yiQ 2 jyi, 2
yu
2
+ y*
2
^fyiTTy^ (yu 2 + yig 2 )
3
2
_
f(Ri)yir2
| /'(/?)
/'(^2
/fc2 /fc /fc3
Similarly,
5 2
-/?iu, ne\Jl/, yiQ) 1
d)/*j
'
' Ri2 Ri Ri3
Finally,
^.^(yu,^) f(Ri) Rf{Rd
Where V2, as defined as
v2/M)=^M)+^/Mi3a"
ao
is the laplacian operator (Schey, 1973).
At long last,we begin the derivation using the locally optimum test statisuc
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Jyi(ylw
We include the random parameter 6 with the equivalent expression
j-\fy^{y\^Q)Po{Q)dB\,-,o
Azo(y)=-ii -. , > X.
/yi5(yl4<>)
Noting that 9 is uniformlydistributed interchanging the order of integration and differentiation gives
2k , N
tt \--jTfl P"- ""v" ~ ^Si*T ' yiQ ~ &ih T h dQ
My)= * > *
Y[pr,nQ(yu,yiQ)
1=1
Borrowing results from the coherent derivation, we differentiate and take the limit as , goes to zero to
obtain
, M
s,ar
pm, nQ(yu, yiQ)+
s;br
- pm, na{yu, yto)
My)=J_-f__^: ^ dB.2ti ti1 /^.-oO^.W
Regrettably, since the integrals of both sin0 and cos9 are zero over the range 0 to 27t, the presence of a
and b in the expression results inAlo(v) being identically zero.
As a consequence, we redefine our locally optimum detector criterion such that we maximize the
second derivative of the power function. This gives
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Ato(y)=^L
J/yit.e(y|4,e)/w(e)d9|5-5.
>x
/yi5<y|^o)
^T"
JT^T11 ^"'"e^ _ fy*7 > yiQ ~ &ih 7 )* - ^e
My)=2"^ M
,
Y[pm,nQ(yu,yiQ)
1=1
for the test statistic. Modifying our definition of z to be
>X
zu = yu-
cjsia7
ziQ = yiQ cjs/b
the numerator of the test statistic becomes
In'dt,
1n\dE,
271
1=1
Si8 pm,nQ\ZU.ZiQ)Sib pm , nQ\ZU . Zio) II \ pm , bq\Zji . ZjQjdzu dziQ JjJ^
dQ
5=0
1=1 ^
(jn/, iiq(z<;. Zi'g))| I /Jn;, ne(Z/7. Z/c)
7=1
d0
5=o
1=1
^
- (/?/, no(zir. Zie)) I I /?n/, nfl(Zy7. Zjq)+
7=1
7*'
{pm,nQ{zu.ZiQ)f^i
d% 7=1 ^
iV
(/?/, ne(Z//. Z/ej) I I pm, nQ\Zh. Zkq)
k=l
k.*i ,j
dQ
5=0
Prior to taking the limit as "t, goes to zero, we need to define two new functions to insure we don't lose
track of the fact that the derivative with respect to \ occurs before the limit is taken. These functions
are
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and
fi\ZU. ZiQ) = {pm, nQ{zu. Ziq))
fi\ZU. Ziq)= Sia pm, t,q\ZU. Ziq) Sib pi, nQ\Zu. Ziq)
OZU dZiQ
f\\ZU. ZiQ) = {pm, q{zu. ZiQ))
dt,
f c\ZU. Ziq)
T T ( \ CJ T T / \
s/a as; -pm,nQ\zu.ZiQ)-\ s/a bs; pm.nayzu.ziQ)
ozu dzudzig
H Sib aSi
/>n/,/ii2(zi/.Zie)+SibrbSir
pm, na{zu. Ziq)dziqdzu dzu2
The numerator of the test statistic thus becomes
271 1=1
/ \{zu. ZiQ)Y Y Pm> n<i\zJ>- zjq)
7=1
+
It
fkfa.ZiaJ^
7=1
fi{zji. ZjQ)Y\ Pm, nQ{zki. Zkq)
k=l
dQ.
5=0
Nowwe divide by the denominator and take the limit as c\ goes to zero so that the test statistic becomes
271
AM-J-
271 1=1
fl{yir.yio)
{ya.yio)_pm, kq'
+yy fiiyn.yiajfkiyj'-yja)
,=1 7=1 \_pm, no\yu. yio)pm, nQ\yjr. yjo)
dQ.
Let us now consider how the expectation operator affects the first term. Specifically, we are interested
in the result
2*1 i,L 1 r)2 1 r)2
[fliy"-y'ofi = - v<2 tP7"' nQ(yi'- yiQ)+ ~ v;2^r~rp- ^iy"- y>Q)
2% I 2
dyu' 2 oyiQ
0
2 it1 1
[/\{yu. yioplQ = v2V2pm, nQ{yu. yio)
2% { 2
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where v;2 = sa2 + SiQ2, and V2 is the laplacian operator. This can be seen by recalling the outcomes of the
expectation operations performed on the dot products of a andb in the preliminaries. The first term of
the test statistic thus becomes
1 N
2^
1=1
Vi2V2/?/j/, nQ{yu. yio)
pm, nQ\yu. yio)
Finally for the first term, applying the value of the laplacian developed in the preliminaries gives
N (fit1
A i=i
..U/"(/?,) | f'{Ri)
f{Ri) Rf{Ri\
Moving on to the second term of the test statistic,we consider the product
fk{yu. yio)fk{yj'- yjo) =
Sia7
pm, nQ\ZU. ZIq) Sib pm. nQ\ZU. ZiQ) *
V dzu dziQ J
S/a pm, nQ\Zir. Zjq) S/b pm , no\Zji . Zjq)
V dzj, dzjQ
Regrouping in terms of cos9 and sinO gives
fi{yu. yio)fk{yj'- yjo) =
(sil/r
cos 0 + s,fcrsin 9j(s/ir cos 0 + s/k/7sin 0j
where li andk are given as
L = pm, nQ\ZU. ZIq) pm, nQ\ZU. ZIq)
dzu OZiQ
pm,nQ\ZU.Zio)
- pm , nQ\ZU . ZIq)
dziQ dzu
Let us now consider how the expectation operator affects the second term. Specifically, we are
interested in the result
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2n
1
\fi(yi'yc>)fk(yj'yjQ)dQ =
1 2n
f(s/Lrs/l/r cos20 + SiLrs/k/rcos 0 sin 0 + s/k/s/l/ sin 0 cos 0 + SikiTsjk,J sin2QpQ
2tx
i 2tc ^
.
\fi{yo.yiQ)fi{yjr.yjQ)dQ = + -s;kirs/k/r.
'TT " / /2%
The second term of the test statistic thus becomes
1 N N
Z 1=1 7=1
s/L7 s/l2 s/fc7 syk,7
/?n/, ng^i/. J^e) pm, nQ\yji. yjq) pm, nQ{yu. yio) pm, nQ\)>jr. yjq)
We now apply the useful substitutions for the partial derivatives given in the preliminaries to obtain
\SZ [siXirS7'X,rg/o(/?0^(iv7) + sXiTsjYfgio(Ri)gi0(Rj)}2 i=i j=i
where
X; = [yu yiQ]
Yi = \yiQ - yu]
We now apply the following expression
N N ( N \
Y5jw= I>
,=1 j=\ \i=l J 1=1
to obtain
-fi>(/fc)s;Xirl +iff>(/fc)s,Y,rj -^gk'mlsXi7} +(sXiTJ2\i=i y 2 1^ ,=] J 2 ,=1
Further simplifyingwe use the following expression
(siXiTJ + {siYiTJ = s(X/X,- + Y,-rY,-)s,-r
iftfJ+ipYSj^' siT= R2vi2.. 2
to obtain
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l(^ ,_ rV l(& ,_. _.rV 1#J>(/fc)SkXi-3
^ V 1=1
+ -
2>(/fc)s,Y,7
v;=i 2 ,=i
Finally,we can return to the expression for the test statistic, substituting the values we obtained for the
first and second terms gives
i N f f
A(y)45>2
^ i=i
f{Ri) /'(/fc) ^ 1 f N+
/(/fc) /fc/(/fc).
+
^gioW)^1
V i'=i
1
+
2
( N
I
V<=i
|>(/fc)sY,r ] -i|>2(/fc)/fcV) 2 ,=1
Siinplifying gives
A(y)=^I>2 //<,(/?,-) + ifi>(/fc>x/ | + if ]f>(/fc)s,Y
1=1 211:\i=i 2 Vi=i
Finally,with further simplification, the expression for the test statistic becomes
N f N (
i\~
( N < )
A(y) = v;2/;o(/fc)+ ][>0(/fc)Re{j^*j + Xg/0(/fc)Im{ys,*j
i=i
A2
V i=i
Hi
>
<
Ho
X
where
'"(R}-
f(R) L/w.
and g0(R) remains
* v ;
Rf(R)
-
The block diagram for this detector is given in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9. Block diagram of locallyoptimumnon-coherent detector.
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Recall from section 2.2.5 that a hypothesis test is a uniformlymost powerful (UMP) test with respect to
the parameter(s) cj if both the sufficient statistic and false alarm probability can be determined for every
cj without knowledge of \. In this case, the unknown parameters are the signal amplitude and phase.
For the unknown signal phase, both the sufficient statistic and threshold are independent of signal
phase, hence the use of the term non-coherent. For the unknown signal amplitude, it is a natural
consequence of the locally optimum detector derivation that the resulting detector is locally most
powerful with respect to signal amplitude, i.e. the detector is optimal when the signal is small. Because
an assumption is made regarding the unknown signal amplitude, this detector is not UMP with respect
to signal amplitude.
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Chapter 3
3. DESIGNOF PROPOSED PN-SPREAD PSKDETECTOR
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the design of an alternate detector based on radar clutter modeling techniques is
presented First, the similarity of the problem of signal detection in radar clutter and the problem of
signal detection inHF atmospheric noise is discussedModem techniques for radar cluttermodeling are
then introduced, and one technique is selected as the basis for an alternative, analytical model of HF
atmospheric noise. An alternativeHF atmospheric noise model based on cluttermodeling techniques is
then proposed which is shown to be a good approximation to the CCIR 322 noise model. ExistingHF
atmospheric noise models from the literature are then discussed, and it is shown that the proposed
model is identical to the model proposed by Hall (1966). However, in a departure from Hall, who
developed an optimal, parametric, coherent detector based on the Hall model; the locally optimum,
parametric, non-coherent detector based on the proposed noise model/Hall model is derived along
with an adaptive counterpart.
3.2 The Radar Connection: Clutter
Aswas shown in Section 2.8.2, the non-Gaussian nature of the CCIR 322 noise distribution resulted in
poor performance of detectors designed assuming Gaussian noise statistics. Detector false alarm
probability was increased by several orders of magnitude, and increasing the detection threshold to
compensate resulted in poor detection probability vs. SNRperformance.
This situation is similar to one that confronts radar system designers. Trunk and George (1970)
observed that as radar range resolution increased, the range resolution cell size decreased, reducing the
number of scatterers contributing to the return from a given resolution cell This in turn results in a
non-Gaussian clutter distribution having a longer envelope tail than the Rayleigh distribution. Trunk
(1972) states that such sea clutter distributions result when the area ifluminated by the radar has a
dimension which is comparable to the water wavelength. Skokuk (1980, p. 496) states that land clutter
distributions exhibits similar long-tailed behavior.
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Skolnik (p. 478) adds that lugh-resolution radars have a greater likelihood of false alarm (with respect to
lower resolution radars that produce Rayleigh clutter distributions) if their receivers are designed based
on a Gaussian background noise assumption. To avoid a higher false alarm rate, the detection threshold
must be increased significandy (thus reducing detector performance).
Given this similarity between the problem of detecting high-resolution radar signals in a non-Gaussian
clutter distribution resulting from a small number of scatterers in a given resolution cell, and the
problem of detecting burst PN-spread PSK waveforms in HF atmospheric noise resulting from the
superposition of emissions from a finite number of lightning strikes at any given instant, it is logical to
expect to find a good fit between existing radar cluttermodels and theCCIR 322 noise model A clutter
model based alternative to the graphical CCIR 322 model could then provide an analytical
representation ofHF atmospheric noise, allowing derivation of suitable detectors.
3.2.1 ClutterModeling
Skolnik (p. 478) states that there is no single distribution that fits all the observed radar clutter data.
Various analytical distributions are used to fit clutter data such as log-normal, contaminated-normal,
WeibulL chi-square, and K distributions, with the choice of distributions and parameters of
distributions depending the clutter data and the conditions that produced the data (e.g. terrain, sea
state).
The modeling of radar clutter is still an area of active investigation. Areas of current investigation
include representation of radar clutter as a Spherically Invariant Random Process (SIRP) and
representation of radar clutter as an alpha-stable random process (Weiner, 1997).
3. 2. 1. 1 Alpha-StableRandomProcesses
Alpha-stable random processes have been shown to fit observed impulsive noise data for ELF
atmospheric noise, VLF atmospheric noise, automotive ignition noise, and industrial noise (Niktas and
Shao, 1995, pp.126-129). Alpha-stable distributions have the following properties (Nikias and Shao,
1995):
Stability. A Generalized Central Limit Theorem exists for alpha-stable random processes such
that sums of alpha-stable processes remain alpha-stable processes having the same distribution
Infinite sums of such random variables do not converge to Gaussian. The Gaussian and
Cauchy distributions are special cases of alpha-stable distributions.
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No closed form solution exists for the probability density function. Alpha stable distributions
are specified directly from their characteristic functions. These characteristic functions have an
exponential form, allowing products of alpha-stable characteristic functions (and thus sums of
HD alpha-stable random variables) to retain the characteristics of the individual distributions.
This exponential form of the characteristic function is such that the inverse Fourier transform
rarely results in a closed form solution for the probability density function Closed form
probability density functions exist only for the special cases of Gaussian, Cauchy, and Pearson
distributions (Holt andCrow, 1973).
mfinite variance. All non-Gaussian alpha-stable distributions have infinite variance.
As it is our desire to find a noise model which is a good fit to the existing CCIR 322 noise model, and
since theCCIR 322 noise model does not exhibit the stabilityproperty or the infinite variance property,
it was decided to attempt to fit CCIR 322 noise model to a Spherically Invariant RandomProcess first,
and return to alpha-stable processes only if a Spherically Invariant Random Process based technique
proved non-viable. In addition, the lack of a closed form probability density function could result in
the lack of a closed form solution for the optimal (or locally optimal) non-linearity, adding an additional
degree of complexity.
The Spherically InvariantRandom Process frameworkwas first applied to the problem modeling radar
clutter byConte and Longo (1987). The SIRP framework provides a unified representation of Gaussian
mixture processes and includes as examples the contaminated-normal, Weibull, Rician, K (Generalized
Laplacian), Student-t (Generalized Cauchy), andGeneralized Rayleigh distributions (Rangaswamy et. al.,
1993). The SIRP framework is generally used to generate random vectors, referred to as Spherically
Invariant RandomVectors (SIRVs). Details of SIRVs are provided in the next section.
3.2.1.2 Spherically InvariantRandan Vectors
The contents of this section closely follow the discussion byWeiner (1997).
SIRVs are generated in the following manner. Let z be a zero-mean, multivariate Gaussian column
vector. Let s be a non-negative scalar random variable having probability density function fs(s) and a
secondmoment E[s2] = 1. Assuming s and z are independent, any zero-mean SIRV x can be given as x
= sz. Otherwise stated, x is multivariate Gaussian with a variance that varies from vector sample to
vector sample. Note thatR* = Rz (R* = E[xxT] = E[(sz)(sz)T] = E[s2]E[zzT] = R,).
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The probability density function of z is given as:
N i zrfi--'z
/z(z)=(27t)_2|/fc| 2e 2 .
Since R* = Rz, the conditional probability density function for x given s is:
N 1 *r&~'*
/|S(x \s)=
(2n)~
2 \Rx\~i s~Ne 2
EmployingBayes' theorem to remove the condition on s gives:
00 oo
fx(x) = J/*, s{x,s)ds = jfi i ,(x | s)fs{s)ds
0 0
/x(x)= (27t)-f|/fcp \s~N fi{s)ds.
Defining a new funcdon:
00
hN{Q)= \s~Ne1^fs{s)ds
Q
allows the probability density function of x to be expressed as:
N 1
f,{x)= {2n)~\Rx[^hN{Q)
where Q = xTR^x. According to Yao (1973), any random process that has a probability density
function that can be expressed in this form is an SIRP. This is referred to as his Representation
Theorem. The function fs(s) is referred to as the characteristicPDF of the SIRP.
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Weiner provides some insight into the significance of the term 'spherically invariant' He notes that a
vector x = [xi x2 ... xnF> having identity covariance matrix (Le Rx = I), when converted to N-
dimensional spherical coordinates such that x = [R 9 <j>i <p2 ... <)>n-2F, is an SIRV iff the distributions of
R, 9, and <j)k are given as:
/(/?) =^ hN(R2 ) 0 < R < oo
2/2 T(tV/2)
(N-k+V
Mk)=-L^isin^"1 (<D*) 0 < O* < 7t
fi{)=y2n o<0<27t
whereR = [xTx]*. Note that only fr(R) varies from one SIRV to another, hence spherical invariance.
SIRVs permit the introduction of correlation among noise samples within the noise vector since Rx =
Rz. However, since we wish to match the behavior of the CQR 322 noise model where no such
correlation exists from sample to sample, we will restrict our vector size to two. This results in one
element for the in-phase component and one element for the quadrature component of the complex
noise sample. Given the spherical invariance property of SIRVs, the complex noise samples will be
circularly symmetric, and thus have uniformly-distributed phase, consistent with the CCIR 322 noise
model
3.3 Development of anAlternativeModel forHFAtmospheric Noise
In this section, we develop an SIRV-based alternative to the CCIR 322 noise model. This alternative
model is then compared to other models from the literature. Finally, the asymptotic behavior of the
alternative model is discussed.
3.3.1 Histogram Fitting
Since the CCIR 322 model specifies an envelope distribution, the task was to attempt to fit SIRV
envelope distributions to the envelope distribution of CCIR 322 noise. 5 different candidate SIRVs
envelope distributionswere tried Theywere theChi:
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2b
r(v)
Generalized Rayleigh:
R)=^r
Weibull
/(/?) =
v.C>
K:
.v+l
fr{R) = -^jjRvKv_XbR)
(where Kv(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order v), and the Student-t
distribution:
m^
R
b> ll + R>
V+l
"
Note that these distributions are two-parameter distributions, allowing for variation not only in the
scale of the distribution (e.g. the variance of a Rayleigh distribution) but also the shape Variation in the
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shape of the distribution is required to accommodate the variation in the Va parameter of theCCIR 322
noisemodel.
Themethod used to find the best fit of a particular candidate SIRV envelope distribution to a particular
set of CCIR 322 parameters, Vd and E[R2], is as follows. First, a histogram of the CCIR 322 noise
envelope is generated using a sufficient number of bins and samples to insure histogram smoothness.
The histogram is then normalized and an error surface is generated based on a minimum mean squared
error criterion2:
s{b,v) =
[h{Ri)-f{Ri,b,v)]2
i=i
where h(Ri) is the normalized histogram and f(R,b,v) is the candidate two-parameter envelope
distribution. A Simplex search method is then used to locate the minin-mm of the error surface. It was
determined empirically that only a single minii-mim exists for each error surface.
For the initial test, two values of Vawere chosen Vd = 5 and Vd = 10. The following tables surnrnarize
the search results.
MSEmin Chi Generalized
Rayleigh
Weibull K Student-t
Vd = 5 85.75 25.79 56.64 33.04 4.09
Vd=10 328.73 199.99 206.56 143.94 12.51
Table 3-1. Minimum ttimti squared error for various Vj values and candidate distributions.
2 Other approaches to generating a goodaess-of-fk metric include the Chi-Square Test and the Kolmogorov-Smimov test Use
of such aWnarcmetrics does not alter the outcome as towhich of the candidate distributions best fit the normalizedCOR
322 histogram.
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Parameter
Values
Chi Generalized
Rayleigh
Weibull K Student-t
Vd = 5 b = 1.9332
v = 0.6454
a = 0.7493
|3 = 0.1016
c = 0.4037
m= 1.4101
b = 4.3819
v = 0.1219
b = 0.2430
v = 0.6831
Vd=10 b = 4.6905
v = 0.5628
a = 0.3442
p = 0.001
c = 0.152
m = 1.2569
b = 9.7487
v = -0.1629
b = 0.0607
v = 0.4413
Table 3-2. Parameter values which produce the minimum mean square errors values ofTable 3-1.
The histograms ofCCIR 322 noise were obtained using 7.2*106 samples, 30,000 bins, and a bin width
of 0.001.
The data show that, among our set of candidate SIRV envelope distributions, the best fit to the CQR
322 envelope distribution is the Student-t envelope distribution The following plots show the CCIR
322 histograms for both Va values, their best fit Student-t envelope distribution, and the next-best fit
distribution.
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Figure 3-1. CCIR 322 histogram, Vd = 5, E[R2] = 1.0, and best fit Student-t distribution, b = 0.243, v = 0.6831.
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Figure 3-2. CCIR 322 histogram, Vd = 10, E[R2] = 1.0, and best fit Student-t distribution, b = 0.0607, v = 0.4413.
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Figure 3-3. CCLR 322 histogram Vd = 5, E[R2] = 1.0, best fit Student-t distribution, and next best fit Generalized
Rayleigh distribution, a = 0.7493, 3 = 0.1016.
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Figure 3-4. CCLR 322 histogramVd = 10, E[R2] = 1.0, best fit Student-t distribution, and next best fit K distribution, b =
9.7487, v = -0.1629
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Based on the goodness-of-fit of the Student-t envelope distribution to the CCIR 322 envelope
distribution demonstrated herein, it is proposed that the Student-t envelope distribution is also a good
fit to the original dataupon which theCCIR 322 noise modelwas based Alternately stated if the CCIR
322 model is a good fit to observed HF atmospheric noise data, and if the Student-t distribution is a
good fit to the CCIR 322 model, then by extrapolation, the Student-t distribution is a good fit to the
observedHF atmospheric noise data
Having proposed an alternative model of HF atmospheric noise, it seems prudent to explore the
literature for other alternatives to the CCIR 322 model thatmay have been developed in the past. Such
an exploration of the literature revealed the following atmospheric noise models (in reverse
chronological order):
Kabanov'smodel of atmospheric radio noise (1987)
Middleton's statistical-physicalmodel of electromagnetic interference (1977)
Shinde and Gupta'smodel ofHF impulsive atmospheric noise (1974)
Hall'smodel of impulsive phenomena (1966)
Eachmodel is discussed in turn in the following sections.
3.3.2 TheMiddleton andKahanovModels
Middleton's class B model of electromagnetic interference is a canonical model based on the physical
mechanism of impulse generation. This model develops exact solutions for the characteristic functions
of a piecewise-defined envelope distribution. Approximations to the actual probability density functions
are also provided The piecewise nature of the model provides a separate probability density function
approximation for small and intermediate values and a separate probability density function
approximation for large values. These approximate solutions are complicated involving infinite sums of
congruent hypergeometric functions. As such, it is not expected that use of a Middleton model as the
basis for a detector designwould result in a tractable detector implementation.
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The situation is similar for the Kabanovmodel. Kabanov proposes an atmospheric noise model having
an envelope distribution based on a combination of two separate probability density functions, each of
which is a Gaussian mixture. The modulating random variables contain congruent hypergeometric
functions in their probability density function expressions, and again, a tractable detector
implementation is unlikely.
3.3.3 The ShindeandGuptaModel
Shinde and Gupta modeled HF atmospheric noise as a Gaussian mixture process generated as the
quotient of a zero-mean, chcularly-symmetric, bivariate Gaussian process and an independent, non-
negative, non-Gaussian process. Using this model, theywere able to achieve a good fit to atmospheric
noise envelope data taken in Singapore and Slough, UK, in a 425 Hz bandwidth centered on 11 MHz.
It will be shown that the Shinde and Guptamodel of the envelope ofHF atmospheric noise is a special
case of the Student-t envelope distribution.
We begin by comparing the bivariate distributions. The bivariate Student-t distribution is obtained from
the Representation Theorem in the following manner. First, 1in(Q) is given as (Rangaswamy et. al.,
1995):
/,(a)=-2"p2T(v+itf) 1~-
r(v) (p'+ej
N+v
where 1i2n(Q) is used in place of 1in(Q) to insure that the number of vector elements is an even number.
In our case,N = 1 since x has 2 elements, i.e. x = [xi xq} Substituting into the Representation Theorem
gives:
fx{x) = {2n)~\Rx\~2h2N{Q)
r ^ u v^,n,-i2"|32T(v + A0/x(x)= (27t) 2 \Rx\ 2 - P ^ '-r(v) (p2+2r
Now recall that Q = xTR^x is the quadratic form from the Gaussian distribution being modulated
Thus, we retain the covariance matrix and corresponding correlation properties of the Gaussian
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distribution. Since the in-phase and quadrature components of each complex noise sample are
uncorrelated Rx = t/cr2, where h is the 2x2 identitymatrix. Substituting forRx,N andQ gives:
m-_ _L_&^11
2na2
r(v) ( 2 2 V+1l2 XI +XQ *i+^2~
/M =
/*to=
1
"(MY
1 + -
(W
1
1 + =-=-
Observe that a2, the variance of the in-phase and quadrature components of the original Gaussian
distribution, can be incorporated into the parameter b. b is the scale parameter of the Student-t
distribution, as the scaling of either the Gaussian process z or the modulating process s is reflected
solely in the value of the parameter b. The parameter v is the shape parameter.
Converting to <_ylindrical coordinates such that r2 = xi2 + xq2 and 9 = tan-^xi/xo) gives:
/,e(r,0) =
1
7tZ>2( r2
Y+1
1+
for the joint PDF of r and 9. Note the lack of dependence on 9, a consequence of circular symmetry.
The envelope distribution can be obtained from
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to give
2%
Ar)-1
2k
Tib2( r2 N v+l
\dQ
\
f(r) =
2v
b2 ( r2 V+1
1+F
for the Student-t envelope distribution, as was given previously.
In comparison, Shinde and Gupta give the following the bivariate distribution:
/.= *&)
3/2 1/2W
no (i 2 2 W2+ X/ + XQ )
Ifwe attempt to reconcile the two bivariate distributions, b must be set to 1 to account for the lack of a
denominator for xi2 + xq2, and v must be set to 1.5 to accommodate the fixed value of the exponent of
(1 + xi2 + xq2). Thus, there is no substitution which relates the Student-t parameters b and v to what
appear to be the Shinde and Gupta parameters a andN
However, Shinde and Gupta, in obtaining the corresponding envelope distribution, eliminate the
parameters a andN, giving as the envelope distribution:
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fr(r)=-fTT
It is interesting to note that this distribution appears parameterless. This is not the case, however, as
Shinde and Gupta state that in order to fit this distribution to the HF atmospheric noise data, they
needed to scale the distribution to obtain a particular E[r2] value which gave them a good fit to the data.
(If no scaling is performed E[r2] is fixed at the value 2, as they demonstrate.)
Observe that a distributionmay be scaled in the followingmanner
If a > 1, the distribution is dilated, increasing the likelihood of larger values. If a < 1, the distribution is
contracted, decreasing the likelihood of larger values. Applying this observation to the scaling of the
Shinde andGupta envelope distribution gives as the scaled envelope distribution
/-(>)=f
+<%n
5/2
b> )
Thus, we see that the scaled envelope distribution given by Shinde and Gupta is actually a special case
of the Student-t envelope distributionwith the parameter v set to 1.5.
3.3.4 TheHallModel
The Hall model also uses a Gaussian mixture process to model the envelope distribution of HF
atmospheric noise. Specifically Hall modulates a zero-mean, circularly symmetric, bivariate Gaussian
with the reciprocal of a scalar Chi-distributed random process. Unfortunately for the author, such a
Gaussian rnixture results in a Student-t randomvariable, as shown byPapoulis (1991, p. 148).
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Hall gives as the envelope distribution
/'("Me-iV-'l^^r
fromwhich it can be readily shown that the substitution of y = b and 9 = 2v + 1 produces the Student-
t envelope distribution as given previously. This has the simultaneous effect of validating our choice of
the Student-t distribution (as Hall had good success fitting his distribution to atmospheric noise data)
and removing any question as to the novelty of our approach tomodelingHF atmospheric noise.
Hall uses his noise model to derive an optimal, parametric, coherent detector. It should be noted that
this detector uses natural logarithms as the basis for the detector non-linearity, and that such use of the
natural logarithm could lead to difficulty in implementation on a real-time, microprocessor-based
platform. In addition, the parametric nature of the detector requires knowledge of the parameters of the
background noise distribution, yet no mechanism is provided to obtain this knowledge. Finally, the
coherent nature of the detector requires an a priori knowledge of the phase uncertainty in order to
achieve reliable performance. These issues are addressed in the detector derivation provided in this
work
3.3.5 Asymptotic Behavior
Even though the Student-t distribution/Hall model has been shown to be a good fit to HF
atmospheric noise, it is important to note that the tail of the Student-t distribution deviates from that of
the CCIR 322 model as the envelope level grows large. This is best shown using a Rayleigh plot, which
is essentially a plot of 1 - Fx(x), where Fx(x) is the cumulative density function of the distribution. The
axes are transformed such that a Rayleigh distribution appears as a straight line having slope of -Vi. The
probability axis is transformed using
P'
= logio(-ln P). The envelope level axis is transformed using
r'
=
logio(r). In addition, in order to keep life from getting too dull, it is customary to reverse the roles of
abscissa and ordinate, so that probability values appear on the abscissa. The following figures show
Rayleigh plots corresponding to Figures 3-1 and 3-2.
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Figure 3-5. Rayleighplot of CCLR 322 histogram, Vd = 5, E[R2] = 1.0, and best fit Student-t distribution, b = 0-243, v =
0.6831. The Rayleigh line is provided for reference. The Student-t distribution has larger envelope level values as
probability ordinate exceeded values grow small
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Figure 3-6. Rayleigh plot of CCLR 322 histogram, Vd = 10, E[R2] = 1.0, and best fit Student-t distribution, b = 0.0607, v
= 0.4413. The Rayleigh line is provided for reference. The Student-t distribution has larger envelope level values as
probability ordinate exceeded values grow small
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It should be noted that the Shinde and Gupta results also show this trend but the deviation of their fit
from the observed data occurs at a sufficiently low probability (106) so as not to appear pronounced in
their figure showing the goodness of fit of their model. This is a result of both the relatively low Va
value they experienced (partly due to the narrow 425 Hz bandwidth of observation) and the
correspondingly large value of v, 1.5, employed by theirmodel.
Indeed one could question the minimum mean squared error criteria used to obtain the Student-t fits
to the CCIR 322 histograms. Alternate l^est fits' can be generated weighting asymptotic tail behavior
more strongly3. Such an alternate best fit is shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. This alternate fit delays but
does not prevent the eventual departure of the Student-t tail from the CCIR 322 histogram.
3 The Chi-Square Test is potentially useful for this purpose as it weights each squared error value by the reciprocal of the
probability density function value onwhich the error is based. This has the effect of giving a stronger weighting to the tail
behavior of the distribution. The alternate best fit used for figures 3.7 and 3.8 uses an ad hoc criterion to produce a similar
effect.
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Figure 3-7. Rayleigh plot of CCIR 322 histogram, Vd = 5, E[R2] = 1.0, best fit Student-t distribution, b = 0.243, v =
0.6831 (dashed), and alternate best fit Student-t distribution, b = 0.297, v = 0.8655 (dotted). The alternate best fit
delays but does not prevent departure from the CCLR 322 histogram as probability ordinate exceeded values grow
small
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Figure 3-8. CCLR 322 histogram, Vd = 5, E[R2] = 1.0 and alternate best fit Student-t distribution, b = 0.297, v = 0.86_>5
(dashed).
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3.3.6 Summary
In summary, the Student-t distribution has been shown to be a good approximation to the CCLR 322
noise model and an exact match with the models proposed byHall and Shinde and Gupta. However,
the asymptotic behavior of the Student-t distribution is such that it tends to zero more slowly than the
CCIR 322 model. Nevertheless, it will be shown in sequel that the Student-t distribution is a good basis
for the design of detectors in a CCIR 322modeledHF atmospheric noise background Furthermore, in
contrast to the models of Middleton and Kabanov, the Student-t distribution results in a highly
tractable expression for the optimal detector non-linearity, resulting in a correspondingly tractable
adaptive detector implementation
3.4 Filter Effects
The CCIR 322 model assumes the presence of IF filtering as the data used as the basis for the model
could not have been obtained without IF filtering. The final IF filter stage bandwidth was 200 Hz for
theCCIR 322 data (Spaulding andWashburn, 1985, p.9). In order to accommodate variation in final IF
filter stage bandwidth, the CCLR 322 model provides a bandwidth conversion process to map the
predictedVa in 200 Hz to the predicted Va in an arbitrary bandwidth less than 200 kHz. However, the
CCLR 322 model does nothing to specify the correlation characteristics that are induced by the IF
filtering (Le. the IF filters are going to ring).
It should be noted that it is the ability of SIRVs to model the correlation characteristics as well as the
statistics of non-Gaussian random processes that leads to their rignificance. This capability was
demonstrated (albeit for a trivial case) in the earlier derivation of the bivariate Student-t distribution in
Section 3.3.3. It is proposed that an SIRV model ofHF atmospheric noise can be developed based on
either the Student-t distribution/Hall model or possibly the Gaussian mixture models of Kabanov
and/or Middleton, that also models the correlation characteristics of the noise. This model
development effort is left as a topic for future study, however, as the focus of this work is to develop
adaptive detectors based on analytical approximations to the existingCCIR 322 noisemodel, and not to
develop new models.
Instead, we will introduce correlation into the CCLR 322 noise by filtering the noise with the
demodulator filter as shown in Figure 2.2. However, this will have the undesirable effect of altering the
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CCIR 322 noise statistics. This can best be shown in the following figure, which shows histograms of
moving-average-filtered CCIR 322 noise and their best-fit Student-t counterparts.
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Figure 3-9. Histograms ofmoving-average-filtered CCIR 322 noise, Vd = 5, EfR2] = 1.0 and corresponding best fit Student-t
distributions (dashed). Moving average filters are of size 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, and 1000 taps, all taps having equal value. Note the
goodness of fit is such that the Student-t distributions are generally not visible. See Table 3-4 for the best fit Student-t
parameters. Similar histograms can be shown for Vd = 10 but are omitted for the sake ofbrevity.
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Figure 3-10. Rayleigh plot corresponding to Figure 3.9 for moving average filter sizes of 10 and 100. Again the best fit
Student-t distributions deviate from their associated CCIR 322 histograms as probability ordinate exceeded values grow small.
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As one would expect from the Central Limit Theorem, the presence of filtering has the effect of
altering the CCIR 322 histogram to make it more Rayieigh-like As a result, it will be necessary to
exaggerate the Va value of the pre-filtered CCIR 322 noise to achieve the desired shape of the post-
filtered histogram. At issue is whether or not it is possible to filter higherVd CCIR 322 noise to obtain a
histogram that is a good fit to the desired lower Vd histogram.
Interestingly, the presence of filtering affects only the shape of the Student-t distribution that best fits
the filtered CCIR 322 noise. As shown in Table 3-3, as filtering is applied to CCIR 322 noise, the
Student-t distribution remains a good fit (in fact the quality of fit improves). Thus, it is possible to filter
COR 322 noise and have the resulting fit to lower Vd histograms be comparable to the fit of the
Student-t distribution to unfilteredCCIR 322 noise.
MSEmin N-l N = 3 N=10 N=30 N=100 N = 1000
Vd=5 4.0927 0.369 0.1467 0.1544 0.134 0.2052
Vd=10 12.51 1.7077 0.2213 0.3019 0.2031 0.2666
Table 3-3. Minimum mean squared error for various Vd values and filter sizes.
Parameter
Values
N=l N=3 N=10 N=30 N=100 N = 1000
Vd = 5 b= 0.243
v= 0.6831
b= 0.4489
v= 0.9443
b= 0.8043
v= 1.5338
b= 1.2974
v= 2.6412
b= 2.24
v= 6.0489
b= 4.9312
v= 25.157
Vd=10 b= 0.0607
v= 0.4413
b= 0.1325
v= 0.5721
b= 0.2547
v= 0.7349
b= 0.4242
v= 0.9062
b= 0.7733
v= 1.4626
b= 2.0101
v= 5.0754
Table 3-4. Parameter valueswhich produce the minimum mean square errors values ofTable 3-3.
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As an aside, it is also interesting to note the slow rate of convergence to Rayleigh. Even after 1000
summations, the filtered CCIR 322 noise is not fully converged to Rayleigh. (The Rayleigh distribution
is a limiting case of the Student-t distribution for v = oo.)4
3.5 LocallyOptimumDetector forNon-CoherentDetection inHFAtmospheric Noise
In this section, we apply the techniques described in Chapter 2 for detection in non-Gaussian
backgroundnoise to the problem of detection in Student-t distributed backgroundnoise.
To begin, we obtain the locally optimum non-linearity for coherent detection. Even though there is no
basis to assume knowledge of the phase of the received waveform, making coherent detection
inappropriate, the coherent detector is a subset of the non-coherent detector and is thus a good starting
point Recall that the locally optimum coherent detector is given as:
Hi
>
,i
<
Ho
N i )
ALo{y) = YJRe{s{yi'\g{Ri) X
WJhere
^=-wyM
is the locally optimum non-linearity and f(R) is the cirailariy-svrnmetric bivariate distribution of the
noise. Recall that the bivariate Student-t distribution is given as:
4 Johnson and Dudgeon (1993, pp.480-482) provide an interesting discussion on the
limits'
of the Central limit Theorem in
which they cite a quote, reputedly from Kolmogorov, stating that "the Central Limit Theorem is a dangerous tool in the
hands of The gist of the discussion is that a remarkably large number of values are required in the summation in
order for a Gaussian/Rayleigh approximation to be assured ofproper!/ specifying the tail of the distribution.
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Substituting into the non-linearity expression gives
(*)- /'(*) + l)
as the non-linearity for the coherent locally optimum detector for the Student-t distribution It should
be noted that one very attractive aspect of the Student-t approximation toCCIR 322 noise is this highly
tractable non-linearity expression. Other distributions that have been shown to be good fits to HF
atmospheric noise (e.g those of Kabanov and Middleton) involve complicated expressions for the
noise distributionwhich in turn result in complicated expressions for the locally optimum non-linearity,
making the associated locally optimum detectors difficult to realize in a real-time detector
implementation.
Moving on to the non-coherent detector, it was shown previously that the locally optimum non
coherent detector is given as:
f n
A{y) = \j^Vi2ho{Ri) + \\fjgio(Ri)sXi7
2 ,-=i
V i f N
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v;2 = | si | 2, and the remaining variables are given as
S/ = [SU Siq]
Xi = \yu yto]
Yi = \ym - yu]
As g0(R) remains unchanged from the coherent detector, we need only evaluate li0(R). Kassam (1987)
makes the handy observations
g*(R)=-~mm)
whichwe can manipulate further to show
li0{R)= {-Rgi0{R))-glo{R}
Workingwith the first termwe obtain
^(-/^0(i?)) = -2(v +l)dR\ 5 V JJ V J dR
( R
\b2+R2)=-*+1{ft
2R2
R2 {b2+R2f
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Finally, substituting into the equation for lb(R) gives
2(v + l)
b2+R2
^)^(_Mfl)).^)=_2(v+1J_i_._^_
lio{R)=4{y + l) ,
R2
n
LV } K J (b2+R2)2 b2+R2
Again, note the tracTabilityof the resulting expression.
This detector, having block diagram as given in Section 2.9.2 and non-linearities as given in this section,
will be evaluated inChapter 4.
3.6 AdaptiveDetection inHFAtmosphericNoise
Based on the discussion of Section 2.2.3, the non-coherent locally optimum detector given in the
previous section is a parametric detector. Specifically, the parameters addressed in the detector
derivation are
Unknown signal amplitude
Unknown signal phase
Unknown noise distribution scale parameter, b
Unknown noise distribution shape parameter, v
Recall from section 2.2.5 that a hypothesis test is a uniformlymost powerful (UMP) test with respect to
the parameter(s) cj if both the sufficient statistic and false alarm probability can be determined for every
cj without knowledge of cj. It has already been shown that the non-coherent locally optimum detector
derivation results in a detector that is UMP with respect to unknown signal phase and is locally most
powerful (LMP) with respect to unknown amplitude. Conversely, it is readily evident that the detector
of the previous section employs a sufficient statistic that is neitherUMP nor LMP with respect to the
unknown noise distribution parameters.
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3.6.1 Estimation of'DistrihutionParameters
Returning to the discussion of section 22.3, since no reasonable basis exists for specifying the a prion
distribution of the noise parameters, the noise parameters are non-random. As such, the recommended
approach is to employ a generalized likelihood ratio using estimates of the unknown parameters, using
maximum likelihood (ML) estimation as the basis for such estimates.
An ML estimate derivation for the noise parameters was attempted but failed to reduce to anything
tractable. Thus, an alternate estimation technique was developed based on estimates of the statistical
moments of the noise distribution
In order to estimate the two noise parameters, two equations are required The first and second
moments are the logical basis for such equations since they can be readily estimated The first and
secondmoments of the envelope distribution can be given as:
b
\ +R/hi) ''b'
1 '
*\J(1 +%) N"
Fortunately, Gradshteyn andRyzhik (1994) provide uswith the useful integral expression:
'fl+n
V o j
fl + 1
c
a+l-bc
"r x"
=
l(m + b T{c)
conditioned on a > -1, m > 0, b > 0, and c > (a+ l)/b. This gives for themoments:
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1 J r(v + i)
V>1.
Note the condition that v must be greater than 1 for the second moment to be defined This indicates
that the secondmoment of the Student-t distribution doesn't exist for values of v less than 1. Recalling
that our original best fit v values for CCIR 322 Vd = 5 and Vd = 10 were 0.6831 and 0.4413
respectively, this effectively rules out use of the second moment It is at this point that we see the
effects of approximating the CCLR 322 noise model with a distribution having a tail that tends to zero
less quickly. Since the alternate fits emphasizing asymptotic behavior generally resulted in larger values
for v,wewill proceed on the assumption that use of the firstmoment will lead to satisfactory results.
At this point, we borrow a technique used by Nikias and Shao (1995) in dealing with alpha-stable
distributions (where the secondmoment only exists for the limiting Gaussian case). Specifically,we will
use fractional lower ordermoments, which aremore likely to exist than their higher-order counterparts.
More specifically, we will employ a fractional lower order moment, E[ | x | *], in place of the second
moment.
Use of EfR'*] introduces detector complexity since a square root operationmust be performed on the
magnitude of each complex sample. Since a square root operation is already required for E[R]
estimation, use of the envelope distribution as the basis for distribution parameter estimation requires
that two square root operations be performed for each noise sample.
To reduce detector complexity,we revert to using the marginal distribution(s), and base our distribution
parameter estimates on E[ | x | ] and E[ | x | *\where x is either the in-phase or quadrature component of
the noise sample. This reduces the number of square root operations per noise sample back to 1.
Themoments are given as:
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Applying our useful integral expression gives:
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Using the following ratio,we eliminate the parameter b:
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This allows estimation of v by inverting the function g(v), such that v = g1^), where y is the ratio of
the estimated moments. Since gJ(y) is difficult to compute in real time, a look-up table is used Given
the estimate of v, b can be estimated from eithermoment expression Again, a look-up table is used
3.6.2 ThresholdAdaptation
Estimation of the noise distribution parameters and the corresponding adaptation of the locally
optimum non-linearity is necessary but not sufficient to produce an adaptive detector. The detection
threshold, in generalmust also be adapted
In order to show this, we will need to observe the output statistics of the locally optimum non-
linearities. Let us consider go(R) first. The following plots show the go(R) non-linearity input histogram,
R*go(R) (the function of envelope output given envelope input), and the go(R) non-linearity output
histogram over the expected range ofVd values:
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Figure 3-11. gio(R) non-linearity input histogram (lower left), R*gi0(R) (upper), and the gio(R) non-
linearity output pdf (asymptotically increasing to the right) for V<j = 2.
Figure 3-12. g0(R) non-linearity input histogram (lower left), R*gio(R) (upper), and the gi0(R) non-
linearity output pdf (asymptotically increasing to the right) for Vd
= 7.
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Figure 3-13. gio(R) non-linearity input histogram (lower left), R*gio(R) (upper), and the gb(R) non-
linearity output pdf (asymptotically increasing to the right) for Va = 12.
By inspection, the output power after applying the gb(R) non-linearity increases with increasing Vd.
Since the output of the non-linearity is the input to the correlator, the output power of the correlator
also increases with Vd. As a result, the correlator output distribution will be scaled such that, as Vd
increases, higher threshold values are required tomaintain a desired Pf.
To counter this effect, we observe that themaximum value of R*gb(R) is (v+ l)/bwhenR = b. Thus,
by scaling gk>(R) by b/(v+ 1), it is possible to produce an R*gb(R) function having a maximum value
that remains fixed as Vd varies. This, in turn, results in a non-linearity output distribution that varies
litde as Vd varies, and ultimately in a correlator output distribution that varies little as Vd varies. The lack
ofvariation in the non-linearity output distribution is shown in the following figure:
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Figure 3-14. Scaled gi0(R) non-linearity output distribution for Vd -2,7, and 12. The distributions
associatedwithVd = 2 and 7 are nearly identical The distribution associated withVd= 12 has highly
higer values forR < 0.6, and slightlylower values forR> 0.6.
It is highly desirable to develop a detector having a threshold that varies little as Vd varies so that noise
distribution parameter estimation error does not decalibrate the detector, producing either greater Pf
Than desired or reduced Pd due to a lowerPf than desired
At this point,we have concerned ourselves onlywith the effects of the non-linearity g0(R)- lio(R) and its
associatedmoving average also impact the detection threshold as Vd varies. Applying the corresponding
scale factor to lk>(R) that produced minimal variation in output distribution for go(R) does not have the
same effect. Thus, with lb(R) and its associatedmoving average contributing to the detector output, the
detection threshold cannot be kept from varying widely as Vd vanes. This, in conjunctionwith the fact
that lio(R) and its associated moving average contribute quite little to detector performance (as will be
shown in the next chapter), leads us to discard the lb(R) path
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Figure 3-15. Adaptive detector based on a simplified locally optimum, parametric, non-coherent
detector.
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Chap ter 4
4. DETECTORPERFORMANCE
This chapter provides a monte carlo simulation analysis of the performance of the locally optimum,
parametric, non-coherent, non-adaptive detector derived in chapter three, and compares this with the
performance of two common non-parametric approximations. Performance issues with the locally
optimum detector associated with the locally optimum detection criterion are revealed Such issues are
countered by modifications to the locally optimum, parametric, non-coherent, adaptive detector.
Finally, the performance of the adaptive detector is compared to that of the non-parametric
approximations.
Specifically, the performance of the following detectors is studied
Locally optimum, parametric, non-coherent, non-adaptive detector based on a Student-t
assumption. This is the detector given in section 3.5. For brevity, we will henceforth refer to
this detector as the ST02 detector (Student-t optimized 2 non-linearities).
Simplified locally optimum, parametric, non-coherent, non-adaptive detector based on a
Student-t assumption. This is the previous detector with the lio(R) component removed as
discussed in section 3.6. For brevity, we will henceforth refer to this detector as the STO
detector (Student-t optimized only 1 non-linearity).
Phase disaimination constant false alarm rate detector (PDCFAR).
Peak-to-average based hole puncher (P2AHP).
Adaptive hybrid detector (AH). This is the adaptive version of the STO detector as discussed
in sections 3.5 and 3.6matedwith the PDCFAR detector.
The ST02 and STO detectors have been previously discussed The PDCFAR and P2AHP detectors
are comparatively simple, non-parametric approximations to the parametric ST02 and STO detectors,
andwill be defined in the next section. TheAH detector is defined later in this chapter.
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4.1 Definition of theNon-Parametric Detectors
In this section, two commonly used non-parametric detectors are defined. These detectors will provide
a basis for comparison for our Student-t optimized detectors.
4.1.1 Phase Discrimination CFAR
Phase disciarnination CFAR is a technique employed by radar designers to control false alarm behavior
(Skolnik, 1990). This detector is essentially an envelope lirniter. Each received sample is scaled such that
its envelope is a constant value. As for the STO and ST02 detectors, the output of this non-linear
process is input to the standard non-coherent matched filter correlator. A block diagram of this
detector is given in Figure 4-1.
X hmf(n)
r
R g,0(R)
H.
>t
<t
a
Figure 4-1. PDCFAR detector. gte(x) = 1/x.
It is interesting to compare the distribution of the envelope of the output of the envelope lirniter (a
delta function) with that of the STO detector given in Figure 3-14. One can readily see how the
PDCFAR detector is an approximation to the STO detector.
4.1.2 Peak-toAverage-BasedHole Puncher
The peak-to-average-based hole puncher employs a non-linearity that zeros samples whose envelope
value exceeds the mean envelope level by some pre-determined scale factor. Thus, the overall non
linear response is effectively linear up until a point, and then is identically zero. The output of this non-
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linear process is input to the matched filter correlator. A block diagram of this detector is given in
Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2. P2AHP detector. gb(r,p) = r, r <p*s; r = 0 else. 8 is a pre-determined, non-adaptive scale factor.
This detector has two threshold values forwhich valuesmust be specified the zeroing threshold , and
the detection threshold t. Our selection of thresholds is based on standard criteria: we wish to zero
large envelope values on the assumption that they are noise, but we don't want the zeroing to be too
aggressive such that Gaussian performance is impaired Thus, the value for the zeroing threshold is
chosen such that the detector does not experience a performance degradation in Gaussian noise. The
detection threshold remains at the value required for a specified Pf in a Gaussian noise background In
order to keep the non-varying threshold as optimal as possible, a post-zeroing normalization is
performed to maintain constant matched filter correlator input power.
4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
Figures 4-3 and 44 illustrate the components of the monte carlo simulation. They are, from left to
right, signal generator, modulator, CCLR-322 noise source, automatic gain control (AGC) block,
demodulator, and detector. AH components of this simulation have been discussed elsewhere except
theAGC block,which provides a constant demodulator input power level
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The detector independent test conditions for the monte carlo simulations are as follows:
Codeword length:N = 64
Codeword value: randomly selected different for each triaL
PSK symbol duration: 1/2400 sec.
Signal duration: 64 symbols / 2400 symbols/sec, or 26.67 ms.
Low pass fiber cutoff frequency. 1200Hz.
Carrier frequency 1800Hz.
CCIR-322 Vd parameter values: 2, 5, 7, 9, and 12, based on the expected range of Vd as given
in section 2.8.1. As discussed in section 3.4, Vd values are as measured at the output of the
demodulator filter.
As is customary, SNR is as measured in a 3 kHz bandwidth, pre-demodulator.
AGC block is enabled and provides constant demodulator input power, independent of SNR
The optimal decimator output phase is used
2000 trials per SNRpoint are used
4.3 Initial Monte Carlo Simulation Results
The following plots show the performance of the ST02, STO, PDCFAR, and P2AHP detectors in
terms ofPd vs. SNR for a nominalPf of 10"6.
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Pd vs. SNR, Vd = 2, Pf=10-6, N = 64
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Figure 4-5. PD vs. SNR, Vd = 2, PF = 10*, N = 64, for, from left to right, the ST02, STO, PDCFAR,
and P2AHP detectors. The ST02 and STO detectors used moment-based parameter estimates of b =
1.079, v = 2.238. ST02 and STO performance are effectively identical. The P2AHP detector used a
zeroing threshold of 5.0.
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Pd vs. SNR, Vd = 5, Pf=10-6, N = 64
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Figure 4-6. PD vs. SNR, Vd = 5, PF = 10*,N = 64, for, from left to right, the ST02, STO, PDCFAR,
and P2AHP detectors. The ST02 and STO detectors used moment-based parameter estimates of b =
0.351, v = 0.992. The P2AHP detector used a zeroing threshold of 5.0.
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Pd vs. SNR, Vd = 7, Pf=10-6, N = 64
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Figure 4-7. PD vs. SNR, Vd = 7, PF = 10*,N = 64, for, from left to right, the ST02, STO, PDCFAR,
and P2AHP detectors. The ST02 and STO detectors used moment-based parameter estimates of b =
0.219, v = 0.859. The P2AHP detector used a zeroing threshold of 5.0.
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Pd vs. SNR, Vd = 9, Pf=10-6, N = 64
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Figure 4-8. Pd vs. SNR, Vd = 9, PF = 10*,N = 64, for, from left to right, the ST02, STO, PDCFAR,
and P2AHP detectors. The ST02 and STO detectors used moment-based parameter estimates of b =
0.141, v = 0.769. The P2AHP detector used a zeroing threshold of 5.0. The detectors suffering from a
high-SNR performance degradation are, from left to right, the STO and ST02 detectors.
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Pd vs. SNR, Vd = 12, Pf--10-6, N = 64
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Figure 4-9. PD vs. SNR, Vd = 12, PF = 10*,N = 64, for, from left to right, the ST02, STO, PDCFAR,
and P2AHP detectors. The ST02 and STO detectors used moment-based parameter estimates of b =
0.0775, v = 0.691. The P2AHP detector used a zeroing threshold of 5.0. The detectors suffering from a
high-SNR performance degradation are, from left to right, the STO and ST02 detectors.
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Some general observations can be made:
The ST02 detector outperforms the STO detector by 0 0.5 dB, with the performance
advantage increasing as Vd increases.
The ST02 detector outperforms the PDCFAR detector by 0.5 - 1.5 dB, with the performance
advantage increasing as Vd increases.
The ST02 detector outperforms the P2AHP detector by 3 7 dB, with the performance
advantage increasing as Vd increases.
The ST02 and STO detectors essentially stop working at high SNRvalues and large Vd values.
The difference in performance between the STO and the PDCFAR and P2AHP detectors can best be
understood by considering the differences in the shapes of the non-linearity used by the detectors.
Figures 3.11-3.13 show the STO non-linearity for various values of Vd. It can be seen that the STO
non-linearity emphasizes small values and de-emphasizes large values. The PDCFAR non-linearity
gives all values equal pmphasis. The P2AHP non-linearity gives larger values greater emphasis fin a
linear fashion) up until a point, and then completely de-emphasizes (zeros) larger values. Thus, it is not
surprising that the detector that emphasizes small values themost performs best when the signal values
are small Using similar reasoning it is also not surprising that the detectorwhich most aggressively de-
emphasizes large values suffers from a degradation in performancewhen signal values are large.
4.4 Adaptive HybridDetector
The adaptive detector presented in section 3.6, will also exhibit the poor high SNR performance
displayed by the STO detector. (As discussed in section 3.6.2, the ST02 detector is not used due to its
minimal additional performance and its requirement of a widely-varying adaptive threshold) To
counter this, a hybrid detector is used which operates the adaptive STO detector in parallel with the
PDCFAR detector. The detection decisions of the two detectors are logical or'ed to produce the final
detector output. This results in a detector that has both the low SNR performance of the STO detector
and the high SNR performance of the PCDFAR detector. The drawback is that in order to maintain a
given false alarm rate, the false alarm rates of the individual detectors must be set to Vi the desired false
alarm rate. This has the effect of degrading the low SNR performance of the STO detector by
approximatelyhalf a dB.
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4.5 Performance of theAdaptive HybridDetector
The following plots compare the performance of theAH detector to the performance of the PDCFAR
and P2AHP detectors. The results presented for the PDCFAR and P2AHP detectors are identical to
those previously presented TheAH results were obtained using amoment estimation window of 4.17
sec. As is evident, the AH detector outperforms the PDCFAR detector by 0.5 - 1.0 dB, increasing as
Vd increases.
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Figure 4-10. PD vs. SNR, Vd = 2, PF = 10*, N = 64, for, from left to right, the AH, PDCFAR, and
P2AHP detectors. The AH detector used a moment estimation -window of 4.17 sec. The P2AHP
detectorused a zeroing threshold of 5.0.
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Pd vs. SNR, Vd = 5, Pf=10-6, N = 64
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Figure 4-11. PD vs. SNR, Vd = 5, PF = 10*, N = 64, for, from left to right, the AH, PDCFAR, and
P2AHP detectors. The AH detector used a moment estimation -window of 4.17 sec. The P2AHP
detector used a zeroing threshold of 5.0.
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Pd vs. SNR, Vd = 7, Pf=10-6, N = 64
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Figure 4-12. PD vs. SNR, Vd = 7, PF = 10*, N = 64, for, from left to right, the AH PDCFAR, and
P2AHP detectors. The AH detector used a moment estimation window of 4.17 sec The P2AHP
detector used, a zeroing threshold of 5.0.
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Pd vs. SNR Vd = 9, Pf=10-6, N = 64
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Figure 4-13. PD vs. SNR, Vd = 9, PF = 10*, N = 64, for, from left to right, the AH, PDCFAR, and
P2AHP detectors. The AH detector used a moment estimation window of 4.17 sec The P2AHP
detectorused a zeroing threshold of 5.0.
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Pd vs. SNR, Vd = 12, Pf=10-6, N = 64
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Figure 4-14. PD vs. SNR, Vd = 12, PF = 10*,N = 64, for, from left to right, the AH, PDCFAR, and
P2AHP detectors. The AH detector used a moment estimation window of 4.17 sec The P2AHP
detector used a zeroing threshold of 5.0.
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Chapter 5
5. SUMMARYOF RESULTS
In thiswork, the following results of significance were presented
Radar cluttermodeling techniques were successfully applied to the problem of detection in an
HF atmospheric noise background
The bivariate Student-t distributionwas shown to be a good fit to the CCIR 322 noise model,
and shown to be identical to theHallmodeL
A locally optimum, parametric, non-coherent detector derivation was provided for the
detection of signals in Hall model atmospheric noise. Hall provides an optimal, parametric,
coherent detector derivation Whereas the detector provided by Hall is optimal, its non-
linearity is more difficult to implement, and it cannot accommodate unknown signal phase.
Ameans to estimate the parameters of theHallmodelwas provided
The limitations of the locally optimum detection criteria were presented The use of a hybrid
detector structure was shown to be useful in overcoming the limitations imposed by the locally
optimum detection criteria.
An easy-to-implement, adaptive, locally optimum, parametric, non-coherent detector for
signals in aHallmodel atmospheric noise backgroundwas derived
It was shown to that the performance of this detector in CCLR 322 noise exceeds that of two
commonly-used detectors based on non-parametnc approximations.
TheHF atmospheric noise model of Shinde and Guptawere shown to be a special case of the
HallMocy/Smdent-t distribution
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APPENDIX A: LISTING OF THE C CODE USED TO PERFORM THE MONTE
CARLO ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER 4
** simperf3.c
**
/*
This program investigates pn spread PSK detector input and output statistics
and performance for various length PN sequences and various detector designs.
*/
tinclude <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
tinclude <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
tinclude <time.h>
tinclude "core_def.h"
tinclude "fltfap.h"
tinclude "moddemod.h"
tinclude "hfchsim.h"
tinclude "gcpeluts.h"
typedef enum
{
MATCHED_FILTER = 0,
STUDENTT_OPT = 1,
STUDENTT_OPT2 = 2,
ADAPTIVE_HYBRID = 3,
PHASE_DISC_CFAR = 4,
HOLE_PUNCHER = 5,
PEAK2AVG_HP = 6
} DETECTOR_TYPE;
tdefine ST_OPT2_SCALE_FACTOR 1.0
tdefine TRUE 1
tdefine FALSE 0
tdefine SAMPLES_PER_SEC 9600
tdefine MAX_PN_SIZE 128
tdefine SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL 4
tdefine HFCHSIM_DELAY_sym 5
tdefine HFCHSIM_DELAY_s 20 /* its really 19 from the 39-tap Hilbert xform
filt*/
tdefine DEMODULATOR_DELAY_sym 2
tdefine DEMODULATOR_DELAY_s 8
//tdefine MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE (HFCHSIM_DELAY_s + 2*DEMODULATOR_DELAY_s +
2*MAX PN SIZE*SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL)
tdefine MAX CHAN BUF SIZE (2*MAX_PN_SIZE*SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL)
_ _
/* must be evenly divisible by SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL */
tdefine MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZEx2 (2*MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE)
//tdefine NUM_LAGS 32
tdefine WT_PEAK_ALIGN 16
tdefine HIST_SIZE 6000
tdefine HIST_X_FACTOR 200
tdefine NC POLE 0.99
DETECTOR_TYPE detectorType;
char detectorTypeStr[7] [45] = { {"Matched Filter"},
{"Student-T Locally Optimized COH"},
{"Student-T Locally Optimized NC"},
{"Adaptive Student-T LO NC/PDCFAR Hybrid"},
{"Phase Disc CFAR"},
{"Hole Puncher"},
{"Relative Level Hole Puncher"}};
int chSimOutputNormPNs [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE/SAMPLES PER SYMBOL];
int pn[MAX_PN_SIZE] ;
COMPLEX refBuf [MAX_PN_SIZE*SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
COMPLEX rcvBuf [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE] ;
float channelBuffer[MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE] ;
COMPLEX demodOut[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZEx2/SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float nlOut[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZEx2/SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long i,ii;
int j,k,l;
COMPLEX corrOut [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE] ;
float corrMagSq[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE] ;
float nlCorr[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE] ;
float acqMetric[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE] ;
float ncWts[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE] ;
int chanBufSize_s, chanBufSize_sym, chanBufSize_frames;
float powNormFactor, desiredDemodlnPow;
float nDemodlnPowNormFactor, spnDemodlnPowNormFactor;
float inputPow, outputPow;
float inPowSum,powSum[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float avgHFChSimlnputPowSum;
float avgDemodulatorInputPowSumSPN;
float avgDemodulatorlnputPowSumN;
float avgDetectorInputPowSumSPN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float avgDetectorInputPowSumN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float avgDetectorOutputPowSumSPN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float avgDetectorOutputPowSumN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float avgHFChSimlnputPow;
float avgDemodulatorInputPowSPN;
float avgDemodulatorlnputPowN;
float avgDetectorInputPowSPN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float avgDetectorInputPowN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float avgDetectorOutputPowSPN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float avgDetectorOutputPowN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long histSum;
long calHist[HIST_SIZE] ;
float thresh;
long inHist[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [HIST_SIZE] ;
long inHistOvflCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long inHistTotalCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long nlOutHist[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [HIST_SIZE] ;
long nlOutHistOvflCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long nlOutHistTotalCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long nl20utHist[SAMPLES_PER_SYMB0L] [HIST_SIZE] ;
long nl20utHist0vflCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMB0L] ;
long nl20utHistUndflCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMB0L] ;
long n120utHistTotalCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMB0L] ;
long outHistN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [HIST_SIZE] ;
long outHistNOvflCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long outHistNUndflCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long outHistNTotalCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long outHistSPNSPN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [HIST_SIZE] ;
long outHistSPNSPNOvflCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long outHistSPNSPNUndflCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long outHistSPNSPNTotalCount [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long outHistSPNN[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [HIST_SIZE] ;
long outHistSPNNOvflCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long outHistSPNNUndfICount [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
long outHistSPNNTotalCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
int nBurst s , burst Interval , pnSi ze ;
float snr, snrStart, snrStop, snrlncr;
int realHPFlag;
float realHPRelThresh, realHPThreshN, realHPThreshSPN;
float rms,zero;
long pdCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] , pfanCount [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL]
pfaspnCount [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float pfan[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] , pfaspn [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ,
pd[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
int agcFlag;
int acqOpportunityFlag;
int wtPeakAlign[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
FILE *histFile, *ncWtsFile;
FILE *calHistFile;
FILE *pfanFile, *pfaspnFile, *pdFile;
FILE *outFile;
/*int fixedPN64 [64] = {
5, 3, 6, 5, 5, 1, 7, 6, 2, 4,
4, 0, 3, 4, 7, 3, 5, 6, 5, 6,
5, 5, 0, 7, 4, 3, 0, 5, 3, 5,
5, 1, -1. , 6, 1, 4, 1, 3, 7, 1,
3, 2, 4, 7, 3, 3, 6, 2, 1, 7,
1, 5, 4, 0, 0, 6, 5, 2, 3, 5,
5, 1, 6, 5};
-/
/* student t optimized 2 */
float rsqd, bsqdrsqd;
float b,v;
float fomSum[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] , flomSum [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float fomEst [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] , flomEst [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
float bEst [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] , vEst [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
/* hole puncher */
float hpThresh;
float hpOutScale;
float framePow, scaleFactor;
tdefine FRAME_SIZE_sym 32
/* adaptive hybrid */
float xmag;
int ahStoSampleCount[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
int ahStoUpdatelnterval;
float ahStoThresh;
float ahPdcfarThresh;
COMPLEX
ahPdcfarDemodOut [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZEx2/SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
COMPLEX ahPdcfarCorrOut [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE]
float ahPdcfarAcqMetric[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE]
float ahPdcfarCorrMagSq[SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] [MAX_CHAN~BUF~SIZE]
int ahStoDetectCount [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
int ahPdcfarDetectCount [SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL] ;
int ahBothDetectCount [SAMPLES PER SYMBOL];
float detectorArg;
void decimateWithShuffie (COMPLEX in[],
/*COMPLEX **out,*/
int outsize,
int decFactor) ;
void shuffleNlOut (int outsize, int decFactor);
void shuf fleAhPdcfarDemodOut (int outSize,int decFactor);
extern void estBandV( float fom, float flom, int marginalF, float *bPtr, float
*vPtr) ;
~*FUNCTION: main ( ) - Start of Program
main( int argc, char *argv[])
{
static char fileNameStr [25] ;
static int temp;
static float pi,tempf;
static long tempi;
static float pfa;
static int numXBins, histXFactor;
static long totalHistCount;
static int snrCount;
/* Initialization and Variable Input */
randomize () ;
pi = 4.0*atan2 (1,1) ;
if( (outFile = fopen ( "out . dat", "a") ) == NULL)
{
printf
("Can' t open out .dat\n") ;
exit (1) ;
}
if (argc < 11)
printf ("SIMPERF2 nBursts burstlnterval pnSize snrStart snrStop snrlncr
agcFlag pfa/thresh
histFile/'manthresh' detectorType detectorArg \n");
exit(l) ;
}
nBursts = atoi (argv[l] ) ;
printf ( "nBursts :
%d\n"
, nBursts ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "nBursts: %d\n", nBursts) ;
burstlnterval = atoi (argv [2] ) ;
printf ("burstlnterval: %d\n", burstlnterval) ;
fprintf (outFile, "burstlnterval: %d\n", burstlnterval) ;
pnSize = atoi (argv[3] ) ;
printf ("N: %d\n", pnSize) ;
fprintf (outFile, "N: %d\n",pnSize) ;
if (pnSize > MAX_PN_SIZE)
{
printf ("Max PN size of %d exceeded, exiting\n",MAX PN SIZE);
exit (1) ;
}
// chanBufSize_s = HFCHSIM_DELAY_s + DEMODULATOR_DELAY_s +
2*pnSize*SAMPLES_PER_SYMB0L;
chanBufSize_s = 2*pnSize*SAMPLES_PER_SYMB0L;
chanBufSize_sym = chanBufSize_s/SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL;
chanBufSi ze_frames = chanBufSize_sym/FRAME_SIZE_sym;
wtPeakAlign[0] = pnSize+7;
wtPeakAlignfl] = pnSize+7;
wtPeakAlign[2] = pnSize+7;
wtPeakAlign[3] = pnSize+6;
snrStart = atof (argv [4 ]) ;
snrStop = atof (argv [5] ) ;
snrlncr = atof (argv[6] ) ;
printf ("SNR ssi: %f %f %f \n", snrStart, snrStop, snrlncr) ;
fprintf (outFile, "SNR ssi: %f %f %f \n", snrStart, snrStop, snrlncr) ;
agcFlag = atoi (argv[7] ) ;
printf ("agcFlag: %d \n", agcFlag) ;
fprintf (outFile, "agcFlag: %d \n", agcFlag) ;
if( strcmo(argv[9] , "manthresh") == 0 )
{
thresh = atof (argv [8] ) ;
printf ("manual threshold: %f\n", thresh) ;
fprintf (outFile, "manual threshold: %f\n", thresh) ;
}
else if( (calHistFile = fopen (argv[9] , "r") ) == NULL)
{
printf ("Warning: Can't open %s. Cannot calculate threshold. \n", argv [9] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Warning: Can't open %s. Cannot calculate
threshold. \n", argv [9] ) ;
thresh = 10000.0;
printf ("manual threshold: %f\n", thresh) ;
fprintf (outFile, "manual threshold: %f\n", thresh) ;
}
else
{
pfa = atof (argv [8] ) ;
printf ("pfa: %f \n",pfa);
fprintf (outFile, "pfa: %f \n",pfa);
printf ("calHistFile: %s\n\n", argv[9] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "calHistFile: %s\n\n",argv[9] ) ;
/* obtain detection threshold */
histSum = 0;
thresh = 0;
fscanf (calHistFile, "%ld\n", stotalHistCount) ;
fscanf (calHistFile, "%d\n", SnumXBins) ;
fscanf (calHistFile, "%d\n", &histXFactor) ;
for ( i=0 ; i<numXBins ; i++ )
{
fscanf (calHistFile, "%d %ld\n", Stemp, ScalHist [i] ) ;
histSum += calHist[i];
tempf = (1-pfa) *totalHistCount;
tempi = (long) tempf;
if (histSum >= tempi)
{
thresh = ( (float) i) /( (float) histXFactor) ;
break;
}
}
printf ("calculated threshold: %f \n", thresh) ;
fprintf (outFile, "calculated threshold: %f\n", thresh) ;
}
detectorType = (DETECTOR_TYPE) atoi (argv [10] ) ;
printf ("Detector Type: %s\n", detectorTypeStr [detectorType] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Detector Type: %s\n", detectorTypeStr [detectorType] ) ;
switch (detectorType)
{
case MATCHED_FILTER:
case PHASE_DISC_CFAR:
break;
case STUDENTTJDPT:
case STUDENTT_OPT2 :
b = atof (argv [11] ) ;
v = atof (argv [12] ) ;
printffb: %f v: %f\n",b,v);
fprintf (outFile, "b: %f v: %f\n",b,v);
break;
case ADAPTIVE_HYBRID:
b = atof (argv [11] ) ; /*initial guesses for b and v*/
v = atof (argv [12] ) ;
ahStoUpdatelnterval = atoi (argv[13] ) ; /* b and v est update interval
-7
ahStoThresh = atof (argv[14] ) ;
ahPdcfarThresh = atof (argv[15] ) ;
for(k=0; k<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; k++)
{
bEst [k] = b;
vEst[k] = v;
ahStoSampleCount [k] = 0;
}
printf ("initial b: %f initial v: %f updatelnt_s :
%d\n",b,v, ahStoUpdatelnterval) ;
fprintf (outFile, "initial b: %f initial v: %f updatelnt_s :
%d\n",b,v, ahStoUpdatelnterval) ;
break;
case HOLE_PUNCHER:
hpThresh = atof (argv [11] ) ;
printf ("hpThresh: %f \n", hpThresh) ;
fprintf (outFile, "hpThresh: %f\n", hpThresh) ;
break;
case PEAK2AVG_HP:
scaleFactor = atof (argv [11] ) ;
printf ( "scaleFactor: %f \n" , scaleFactor) ;
fprintf (outFile, "scaleFactor: %f \n", scaleFactor) ;
break;
default:
printf ("Unknown detectorType %d\n", detectorType) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Unknown detectorType %d\n", detectorType) ;
break ;
/*end switch (detectorType) */
f( (pfanFile = fopen ("pfan.dat", "w+") ) == NULL)
printf ( "Can' t open pfan.dat\n") ;
exit ( 1 ) ;
f( (pdFile = fopen ("pd.dat", "w+") ) == NULL)
printf ( "Can' t open pd.dat\n");
exit (1) ;
if( (pfaspnFile = fopen ( "pfaspn. dat", "w+") ) == NULL)
printf ("Can't open pfaspn. dat \n" ) ;
exit (1) ;
desiredDemodlnPow = 1.0;
printf ("desiredDemodlnPow = %f\n", desiredDemodlnPow) ;
snrCount = 0;
for (snr=snrStart; snr< (snrStop+0 . 01) ; snr+=snrlncr)
{
snrCount++;
for(j=0; j< SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
pdCount[j] = 0;
pfanCount[j] = 0;
pfaspnCount [ j ] = 0;
ahStoDetectCount [j] = 0;
ahPdcfarDetectCount [j] = 0;
ahBothDetectCount [j] = 0;
}
avgHFChSimlnputPowSum = 0.0;
avgDemodulatorlnputPowSumSPN
= 0.0;
avgDemodulatorlnputPowSumN
= 0.0;
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
avgDetectorInputPowSumSPN[j]
= 0.0;
avgDetectorInputPowSumN[j]
= 0.0;
avgDetectorOutputPowSumSPN[j] =0.0;
avgDetectorOutputPowSumN[j]
= 0.0;
}
for(j=0; j< SAMPLES PER SYMBOL; j++)
{
for(i=0; i< HIST_SIZE; i++)
{
inHist [j] [i] = 0;
nlOutHist [j] [i] = 0;
nl20utHist[j] [i] = 0;
outHistN[j] [i] = 0;
outHistSPNSPN[j] [i] = 0;
outHistSPNN[j] [i] = 0;
}
inHistOvflCount [j] = 0;
nlOutHistOvflCount[j] = 0;
nl20utHistOvflCount[j] = 0;
nl20utHistUndflCount[j] = 0;
outHistNOvflCount[j] = 0;
outHistNUndflCount [j] = 0;
outHistSPNSPNOvflCount[j] = 0;
outHistSPNSPNUndflCount[j] = 0;
outHistSPNNOvflCount[j] = 0;
outHistSPNNUndflCountfj] = 0;
}
for(j=0; j< SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
for(i=0; i< chanBufSi ze_sym; i++)
{
ncWts[j] [i] = 0.0;
ncWts[j] [i] = 0.0;
}
}
CfgOverrideF = 1;
SnrOverride = snr;
SeedlOverride = (time_t *) time((time_t *) &Seed20verride) ;
HFChSimlnit () ;
printf ("\nSNR: %f\n",snr);
fprintf (outFile, "\nSNR: %f\n",snr) ;
/* normalize HFChSim output power so Noise power is
constant as SNR varies - as if AGC were present. The effects of
AGC attack are not simulated. */
/* Noise power can be calculated, i.e. SNR = OdB will
produce noise power of 1 . 6 due to fs/2 = 4800 and that SNR is as
measured in 3 kHz and that signal power is 1.0."/
tempf = 1.6*pow(10.0,-l*snr/10.0) ;
nDemodlnPowNormFactor = sqrt (desiredDemodlnPow) /sqrt (tempf ) ;
if (agcFlag == TRUE)
{
/* normalize HFChSim output power so Signal-plus-Noise power is
constant as SNR varies - as if AGC were present. The effects of
AGC attack are not simulated. */
tempf = 1. 6*pow(10.0,-l*snr/10.0) ; /* noise power */
tempf += 1.0; /* signal power is always 1.0 */
spnDemodlnPowNormFactor = sqrt (desiredDemodlnPow) /sqrt (tempf ) ;
else
{
spnDemodlnPowNormFactor = nDemodlnPowNormFactor;
}
for (ii=0;ii<nBursts; ii++)
{
for (i=0;Kburstlnterval; i++)
{
if (i == 0)
{
acqOpportunityFlag = 1;
}
else
{
acqOpportunityFlag = 0;
}
if( ( (burstlnterval*ii+i)%1000) == 0)
{
printf
(" iteration: %d burst: %d\n",burstlnterval*ii+i, ii) ;
fprintf (outFile, " iteration: %d burst:
d\n", burstlnterval*ii+i, ii) ;
}
/* Transmit Processing */
/* generate random pn sequence for this burst signal */
for (k=0; k<pnSize; k++)
{
pn[k] = rand() %8;
//pn[k] = fixedPN64 [k] ;
}
/* clear channel buffer */
for ( k=0 ; k<MAX_CHAN_BUF_SIZE; k++ )
channelBuffer[k] = 0.0;
/* modulate carrier with burst signal's pn sequence and deposir
resulting samples in channel buffer */
if (acqOpportunityFlag)
{
eightarymod(pn, SchannelBuffer [0] , pnSize, SAMPLES_PER_SEC) ;
}
/* measure
'power'
of burst. Input power must be 1.0 for hfchsim
to be calibrated. */
inPowSum = 0.0;
for (j=0; j<(pnSize*SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL) ; j++)
{
inPowSum += channelBuffer [ j ] *channelBuffer [ j ] ;
}
inputPow = inPowSum/(pnSize*SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL) ;
avgHFChSimlnputPowSum += inputPow;
/* generate reference signal. This is essentially the matched filter
impulse response with two exceptions :
1 - There is no time reversal. The received signal will be
correlated with this reference, not convolved.
2 - There is no complex conjugation of the reference. Conjugation
occurs at time of correlation. */
for ( k=0 ; k<pnSi ze ; k++ )
{
refBuf [k] .real = (1/sqrt (pnSize) ) *cos (2*pi*pn[k] /8 . 0) ;
refBuf [k] . imag = (1/sqrt (pnSize) ) *sin (2*pi*pn [k] /8 . 0) ;
}
/* apply HF Channel Simulator to burst samples, generating
chanBufSize output samples and chanBufSize/SAMPLES_PER_SEC
of elapsed time for the channel simulator. */
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_s; j++)
{
HFChSim ( (float *) SchannelBuffer [j ], (float -) &channelBuffer [ j ] ) ;
}
/* apply age gain -/
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_s; j++)
{
if (acqOpportunityFlag == 0)
channelBuffer [ j] *= nDemodlnPowNormFactor;
else /* (acqOpportunityFlag == 1)*/
channelBuffer [j] *= spnDemodlnPowNormFactor;
}
/*
verify proper age operation. Noise-only demod input power
should always be desiredDemodlnPow. Signal-Plus-Noise
demod input power should be desiredDemodlnPow if age is enabled
or desiredDemodlnPow* (1 + 10~(snr/10)) if age is disabled. */
inPowSum = 0.0;
for ( j =HFCHSIM_DELAY_s ;
j<HFCHSIM_DELAY_s+ (pnSize*SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL) ;
{
inPowSum += channelBuffer [j ] *channelBuffer [j ] ;
}
inputPow = inPowSum/ (pnSize*SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL) ;
if (acqOpportunityFlag)
avgDemodulatorlnputPowSumSPN += inputPow;
else
avgDemodulatorlnputPowSumN += inputPow;
/* Receive Processing */
/* demodulate contents of channel buffer */
eightarydemod( SchannelBuffer [0] ,
SrcvBuf [0] ,
chanBufSize_sym,
SAMPLES_PER_SEC,
SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL,
l);
/* decimate demodulator output */
decimateWithShuffle (rcvBuf ,
/*demodOut, '/
chanBufSi ze_sym,
SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL) ;
if (detectorType == STUDENTT_OPT2)
shuffleNlOut (chanBufSize_sym, SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL ) ;
}
if (detectorType == ADAPTIVE_HYBRID)
{
shuffleAhPdcfarDemodOut (chanBufSize_sym, SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL) ;
}
/* measure decimated demodulator output power */
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
powSum [ j ] = 0.0;
for(j=chanBufSize_sym+HFCHSIM_DELAY_sym+DEMODULATOR_DELAY_sym;
j<chanBufSize_sym+HFCHSIM_DELAY_sym+DEMODULATOR_DELAY_sym+pnSize;
i++)
{
for(k=0; k<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; k++)
{
tempf = demodOut [k] [j] .real *demodOut [k] [j] .real +
demodOut[k] [j] . imag*demodOut [k] [j] . imag;
powSum[k] += tempf;
}
}
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
if (acqOpportunityFlag)
avgDetectorInputPowSumSPN[j] += powSum[ j ]/ (float) pnSize;
else
avgDetectorInputPowSumN[j] += powSum[ j ]/ (float ) pnSize;
}
/* maintain histogram of decimated demodulator output */
for ( j=chanBufSize_sym; j<2*chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
for(k=0; k<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; k++)
{
tempf = demodOut [k] [j] . real*demodOut [k] [j] .real +
demodOut [k] [j] . imag*demodOut [k] [j] .imag;
temp = (int) (sqrt (tempf ) *HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
if (temp < HIST_SIZE)
inHist[k] [temp]++;
else
inHistOvf ICount [k] ++;
}
}
/* execute detectors */
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
powSum[j] = 0.0;
for(k=0; k<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; k++)
{
switch (detectorType)
{
case MATCHED_FILTER:
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
cmacri ( CONJ_Y, pnSize, 1,1.0, &refBuf [0] ,
sdemodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym- (pnSize-1) +j ] ,
&corrOut[k] [j] ) ;
corrMagSq[k] [j] = corrOut [k] [ j ] .real*corrOut [k] [ j] .real +
corrOut[k] [j] . imag*corrOut [k] [j] .imag;
acqMetric[k] [j] = sqrt (corrMagSq[k] [ j ] ) ;
}
break;
case PHASE_DISC_CFAR:
/* remove amplitude info from demodulator output */
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
tempf = demodOut [k] [ chanBufSi ze_sym+j]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ] .real;
tempf += demodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym+j ]
demodOut [k] [ chanBufSi ze_sym+j] .imag;
tempf = 1. 0/sqrt (tempf ) ;
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ]. real *= tempf;
demodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym+j ]. imag *= tempf;
tempf = demodOut [k] [ chanBufSi ze_sym+j ]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym+j ] . real-r
demodOut[k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ] .imag;
}
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
cmacri (CONJ_Y, pnSize, 1,1.0, SrefBuf [0] ,
SdemodOut [k] [ chanBufSize_sym- (pnSize-1) +j ] ,
ScorrOut [k] [j] ) ;
corrMagSq[k] [j] = corrOut [k] [ j ] . real*corrOut [k] [ j ] . real +
corrOut[k] [j] . imag*corrOut [k] [j] .imag;
acqMetric[k] [j] = sqrt (corrMagSq[k] [ j ] ) ;
}
break;
case STUDENTT_OPT :
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
tempf = demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j]
demodOut [k] [ chanBufSi ze_sym+j ] .real;
tempf += demodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym+ j ]
demodOut [k] [ chanBufSize_sym+j] .imag;
/*tempf = 2.0* (v+1.0)/(b*b + tempf);
modification for constant glo(r) max */
rsqd = tempf;
tempf = 2.0*b/(b*b + rsqd);
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j] .real *= tempf;
demodOut [k] [ chanBufSize_sym+j] .imag *= tempf;
/* capture NL output histogram */
temp = (int) (sqrt (rsqd) *tempf*HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
if (temp < HIST_SIZE)
nlOutHist[k] [temp]++;
else
nlOutHistOvflCount [k] ++;
}for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
cmacri (CONJ_Y, pnSize, 1, 1. 0, &refBuf [0] ,
SdemodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym- (pnSize-1) +j ] ,
ScorrOut [k] [j] ) ;
corrMagSq[k] [j] = corrOut[k] [j] .real*corrOut [k] [j] .real +
corrOut[k] [j] . imag*corrOut [k] [j] .imag;
acqMetric[k] [j] = sqrt (corrMagSq[k] [j ] ) ;
}
break;
case ADAPTIVE_HYBRID:
/* the adaptive part */
if( ahStoSampleCount [k] >= ahStoUpdatelnterval )
{
fomEst[k] = fomSum[k] /ahStoSampleCount [k] ;
flomEst[k] = flomSum[k] /ahStoSampleCount [k] ;
estBandV ( fomEst [ k] , flomEst [ k] , 1 , &bEst [ k] , &vEst [ k] ) ;
//printf ("phase=%d fomEst=%f flomEst=%f bEst=%f
vEst=%f\n",k,fomEst [k] , flomEst[k], bEst [k] , vEst [k] ) ;
fomSum[k] = 0.0;
flomSum[k] = 0.0;
ahStoSampleCount [k] = 0;
}
b = bEst[k] ;
v = vEst [k] ;
/* PDCFAR */
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
tempf = demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ]
demodOut [k] [ chanBufSi ze_sym+j ] .real;
tempf += demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ]
demodOut [k] [ chanBufS i ze_sym+j ] . imag;
tempf = 1 . 0/sqrt (tempf ) ;
ahPdcfarDemodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ] .real =
demodOut [k] [ chanBufS i ze_sym+j ] . real*tempf;
ahPdcfarDemodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym+j ] .imag =
demodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym+j ] . imag*tempf;
}
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
cmacri ( CONJ_Y, pnSize, 1,1.0, SrefBuf [0] ,
SahPdcfarDemodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym- (pnSize-1) +j ]
&ahPdcfarCorrOut[k] [j] ) ;
ahPdcfarCorrMagSq[k] [j] = ahPdcfarCorrOut [k] [j]
ahPdcfarCorrOut [k] [j] .real+
ahPdcfarCorrOut [k] [j]
ahPdcfarCorrOut [k] [j] .imag;
ahPdcfarAcqMetric[k] [j] = sqrt (ahPdcfarCorrMagSq[k] [ j ] ) ;
/* STO */
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
tempf = demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ]
demodOut [k] [ chanBufSize_sym+ j ] . real;
tempf += demodOut [k] [ chanBufSize_sym+j ]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ] .imag;
xmag = fabs (demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j] .real) ;
rsqd = tempf;
tempf = 2.0*b/(b*b + rsqd);
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j] .real *= tempf;
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j] . imag *= tempf;
fomSum[k] += xmag;
flomSum[k] += sqrt (xmag);
ahStoSampleCount [ k] ++ ;
/* capture NL output histogram -/
temp = (int) (sqrt (rsqd) *tempf*HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
if (temp < HIST_SIZE)
nlOutHist[k] [temp]++;
else
nlOutHistOvfICount [k] ++;
}
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
cmacri (CONJ_Y, pnSize, 1, 1 . 0, SrefBuf [0] ,
&demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym- (pnSize-1) +j ] ,
ScorrOut [k] [j] ) ;
corrMagSq[k] [ j] = corrOut [k] [ j ] . real*
corrOutfk] [j] . real+
corrOutfk] [j]
ccrrOut[k] [j] . imag;
acqMetric[k] [ j ] = sqrt (corrMagSq[k] [ j ] ) ;
}
break;
case STUDENTT_OPT2 :
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
tempf = demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym-j ] .real;
tempf += demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_syirH-j ]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ] .imag;
rsqd = tempf;
bsqdrsqd = b*b + rsqd;
/* tempf = 2.0* (v+1.0) /bsqdrsqd;
modification for constant glo(r) max */
tempf = 2.0*b/bsqdrsqd;
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j] .real *= tempf;
demodOut [k] [ chanBufSize_sym+j ] .imag *= tempf;
/* capture NL output histogram */
temp = (int) (sqrt (rsqd) *tempf*HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
if (temp < HIST_SIZE)
nlOutHist[k] [temp]++;
else
nlOutHistOvflCount [k]++;
/* nlOut[k] [chanBufSize_sym+j] = 4.0*(v+1.0)*
( rsqd/ (bsqdrsqd*bsqdrsqd) -
1. O/bsqdrsqd) / pnSize;
modification for constant glo(r) max */
nlOut[k] [chanBufSize_sym+j] = (4 . 0*b*b/ (v+l . 0) ) *
( rsqd/ (bsqdrsqd*bsqdrsqd) -
1. O/bsqdrsqd) / pnSize;
/* capture NL2 output histogram (always negative)*/
temp = (int) (-
1.0*nlOut[k] [chanBufSize_sym+j]*HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
if (temp < 0)
nl20utHistUndflCount [k] ++;
else if (temp >= HIST_SIZE)
nl20utHist0vfICount [k] ++;
else
nl20utHist[k] [temp]++;
}
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
cmacri (CONJ_Y, pnSize, 1,1.0, SrefBuf [0] ,
&demodOut[k] [chanBufSize_sym- (pnSize-i ) +j ] ,
ScorrOut [k] [j] ) ;
corrMagSq[k] [j] = corrOut [k] [ j ] . real*corrOut [k] [ j ] . real +
corrOut[k] [j] . imag*corrOut [k] [j] .imag;
nlCorr[k] [j] = 0.0;
for (1=0; KpnSize; 1++)
nlCorr[k][j] += nlOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym- (pnSize-1) +j+l
acqMetric[k] [j] = (corrMagSq[k] [j] +
nlCorr [k] [ j ] ) *ST_OPT2_SCALE_FACTOR;
}
break;
case HOLE_PUNCHER:
/* punch holes */
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
tempf = demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym-i-j]
demodOut[k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ] .real;
tempf += demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j ] .imag;
hpThresh = detectorArg;
if (tempf > (hpThresh*hpThresh) )
{
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j] .real = 0.0;
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j] .imag = 0.0;
}
else
{
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize sym+j].real *=
(v+l . 0) / (b*b) * (b/hpThresh) * (b/hpThresh) ;
demodOut [k] [ chanBufSize_sym+j] . imag *=
(v+l . 0) / (b*b) * (b/hpThresh) * (b/hpThresh) ;
/* if thresh = b, fits LO NL linearly until max, and then
punches .
levels */
reduces slope as thresh increases to contain output
}
}
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize sym; j++)
{
cmacri (CONJ_Y, pnSize, 1,1.0, &refBuf [0] ,
&demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym- (pnSize-1) + j ] ,
&corrOut [k] [j] ) ;
corrMagSqfk] [j] = corrOut [k] [ j ] .real*corrOut [k] [ j ] . real +
corrOutfk] [j] . imag*corrOut [k] [j] .imag;
acqMetric[k] [j] = sqrt (corrMagSqfk] [ j ] ) ;
}
break;
case PEAK2AVG_HP:
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_frames; j++)
{
tempf = 0.0;
for (1=0; KFRAME_SIZE_sym; 1++)
{
tempf +=
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE sym+1] .rea
tempf +=
demodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] . ima
g;
}
framePow = tempf /FRAME_SIZE_sym;
for (1=0; KFRAME_SIZE_sym; 1++)
{
tempf =
demodOut [k] [ chanBufSize_sym+j*FRAME_S IZE_sym+l]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] .re
al;
tempf +=
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j*FRAME_SIZE_sym+l]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j*FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] .i
mag;
if (tempf > scaleFactor*framePow)
{
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j*FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] .real =
0.0;
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j*FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] .imag =
0.0;
}
}
tempf = 0.0;
for (1=0; KFRAME_SIZE_sym; 1++)
{
tempf +=
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j*FRAME_SIZE_sym+l]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] . rea
1;
tempf +=
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j*FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] . ima
g;
}
framePow = tempf /FRAME_SIZE_sym;
if(framePow != 0.0)
hpOutScale = 1/sqrt (framePow) ;
else
hpOutScale = 1.0;
for (1=0; KFRAME_SIZE_sym; 1++)
{
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j*FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] .real *=
hpOutScale;
hpOutScale;
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] .imag *=
}
/* check */
tempf = 0.0;
for (1=0; KFRAME_SIZE_sym; 1++)
{
tempf +=
demodOuz[k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] .rea
1;
tempf +=
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j *FRAME_SIZE_sym+l]
demodOut [k] [chanBufSize_sym+j*FRAME_SIZE_sym+l] .ima
g;
}
framePow = tempf /FRAME_SIZE_sym;
}
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
cmacri ( CONJ_Y, pnSize, 1,1.0, SrefBuf [0] ,
SdemodOut [k] [chanBufSi ze_sym- (pnSize-1) + j ] ,
&corrOut [k] [j] ) ;
corrMagSq[k] [j] = corrOut [k] [ j ] .real*corrOut [k] [ j ] .real +
corrOut[k] [j] . imag*corrOut [k] [j] .imag;
acqMetricfk] [j] = sqrt (corrMagSq[k] [ j] ) ;
break;
default:
printf ("Unknown detectorType %d\n", detectorType) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Unknown detectorType %d\n", detectorType) ;
break;
} /*end switch (detectorType) */
/* measure detector output power */
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
powSum[k] += corrMagSq[k] [j] ;
}
if (acqOpportunityFlag)
avgDetectorOutputPowSumSPN [k] += powSum[k] / (float) chanBufSize_sym;
else
avgDetectorOutputPowSumN [k] += powSum[k] / (float) chanBufSize_syr.;
if (acqOpportunityFlag)
{
/* maintain detector performance, output weights,
output histogram */
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
temp = (int) (acqMetric [k] [ j ] *HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
if(j == wtPeakAlign[k] )
{
if (temp < 0)
outHistSPNSPNUndfICount [k] ++;
else if (temp < HIST_SIZE)
outHistSPNSPN[k] [temp]++;
else
outHistSPNSPNOvfICount [k] ++;
if (detectorType == ADAPTIVE_HYBRID)
{
if ( (acqMetric [k] [j^ > ahStcThresh) ;
(ahPdcfarAcqMetric[k] [j] > ahPdcfarThresh) )
pdCount [k]++;
if ( (acqMetricfk] [j] > ahStoThresh) &&
(ahPdcfarAcqMetric[k] [j] > ahPdcfarThresh) )
ahBothDetectCount [k] ++;
else if ( (acqMetric[k] [j] > ahStcThresh) &&
(ahPdcfarAcqMetric [k] [j] <= ahPdcfarThresh) )
ahStoDetectCount [k] ++;
else if ( (acqMetricfk] [j] <= ahStoThresh) &&
(ahPdcfarAcqMetric [k] [j] > ahPdcfarThresh) )
ahPdcfarDetectCount [k] ++;
}
else
{
if (acqMetric [k] [j] > thresh)
pdCount [k]++;
}
}
else
{
if (temp < 0)
outHistSPNNUndfICount [k] ++;
else if (temp < HIST_SIZE)
outHistSPNN[k] [temp]++;
else
outHistSPNNOvfICount [k] ++;
if (detectorType == ADAPTIVE HYBRID)
{
if( (acqMetric [k] [j] > ahStoThresh) ||
(ahPdcfarAcqMetric[k] [j] > ahPdcfarThresh) )
pfaspnCount [ k] ++ ;
}
else
{
if (acqMetricfk] [j] > thresh)
pfaspnCount [ k] ++ ;
}
}
ncWts[k][j] = (NC_POLE)*ncWts[k] [j] + (1-
NC_POLE) *acqMetric [k] [j];
tempf += corrMagSq[k] [j];
}
}
else /* false opportunity */
{
for(j=0; j<chanBufSize_sym; j++)
{
temp = (int) (acqMetric[k] [j] *HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
if (temp < 0)
outHistNUndfICount [k] ++;
else if (temp < HIST_SIZE)
outHistNfk] [temp]+-i-;
else
outHistNOvfICount [k] ++;
if (detectorType == ADAPTIVE_HYBRID)
{
if( (acqMetric[k] [j] > ahStoThresh) ||
(ahPdcfarAcqMetric [k] [j] > ahPdcfarThresh) )
pfanCount [k] ++;
}
else
{
if (acqMetric [k] [j ] > thresh)
pfanCount [k] ++;
}
}
} /" burst loop */
} /* burst loop */
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES PER SYMBOL; j++)
{
~ ~
pfan[j] = ( float )pfanCount[j] /(float) (nBursts* (burstlnterval-
1) * chanBufSi ze_sym) ;
pfaspn[j] = (float)pfaspnCount[j]/ (float) (nBursts* (chanBufSize sym-1));
pd[j] = ( float )pdCount [j]/ (float) (nBursts) ;
}
fprintf (pfanFile, "%f\t",snr) ;
printf
("
pfan:\t");
fprintf (outFile, " pfan:\t");
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
fprintf (pfanFile, "%10 . 9f \t",pfan[j ] )
printf ("%10.9f\t",pfan[j] )
fprintf (outFile, "%10 . 9f\t", pfan[ j ] ) ;
}
fprintf (pfanFile, "\n") ;
printf ("\n") ;
fprintf (outFile, "\n") ;
fprintf (pfaspnFile, "%f\t",snr) ;
printf (" pfaspn: \t");
fprintf (outFile, " pfaspn: \t") ;
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
fprintf (pfaspnFile, "%10 . 9f\t", pfaspn [j ] ) ;
printf ("%10.9f\t",pfaspn[j] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "%10 . 9f\t", pfaspn [j ] ) ;
}
fprintf (pfaspnFile, "\n") ;
printf ("\n") ;
fprintf (outFile, "\n") ;
fprintf (pdFile, "%10. 9f\t", snr) ;
printf
("
pd:\t\t");
fprintf (outFile, " pd:\t\t");
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
fprintf (pdFile, "%10 . 9f\t",pd[ j ] ) ;
printf ("%10.9f\t",pd[j] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "%10. 9f \t",pd[ j] ) ;
}
fprintf (pdFile, "\n") ;
printf ("\n") ;
fprintf (outFile, "\n") ;
avgHFChSimlnputPow = avgHFChSimlnputPowSum/ (nBursts*burstInterval) ;
printf
(" ChSim ip: \t%f\n", avgHFChSimlnputPow) ;
fprintf (outFile, " ChSim ip: \t%f\n", avgHFChSimlnputPow) ;
avgDemodulatorlnputPowSPN = avgDemodulatorlnputPowSumSPN/nBursts ;
avgDemodulatorlnputPowN =
avgDemodulatorlnputPowSumN/ (nBursts* (burstlnterval-l) ) ;
printf
(" Demod ip SPN: \t%f\n", avgDemodulatorlnputPowSPN) ;
printf
(" Demod ip N: \t%f\n", avgDemodulatorlnputPowN) ;
fprintf (outFile, " Demod ip SPN: \t%f\n", avgDemodulatorlnputPowSPN) ;
fprintf (outFile, " Demod ip N: \t%f\n", avgDemodulatorlnputPowN) ;
printf
(" Detector ip SPN:\t");
fprintf (outFile, " Detector ip SPN:\t");
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
avgDetectorInputPowSPN[j] = avgDetectorlnputPowSumSPN [ j ] /nBursts;
printf ("%f\t",avgDetectorInputPowSPN[j] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "%f\t", avgDetectorInputPowSPN[ j ] ) ;
printf ("\n") ;
fprintf (outFile, "\n") ;
printf (" Detector ip N:\t");
fprintf (outFile, " Detector ip N:\t");
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
avgDetectorlnputPowN [ j ] =
avgDetectorlnputPowSumNfj] / (nBursts* (burstlnterval-l) ) ;
printf C'%f\t",avgDetectorInputPowN[j] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "%f \t",avgDetectorInputPowN[j] ) ;
printf ("\n") ;
fprintf (outFile, "\n") ;
printf
(" Detector op SPN (not aligned) : \t") ;
fprintf (outFile, " Detector op SPN (not aligned) : \t" ) ;
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
avgDetectorOutputPowSPNfj] = avgDetectorOutputPowSumSPNf j] /nBursts;
printf C'%f\t",avgDetectorOutputPowSPN[j] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "%f\t", avgDetectorOutputPowSPN [ j ] ) ;
}
printf ("\n") ;
fprintf (outFile, "\n") ;
printf
(" Detector op N:\t");
fprintf (outFile, " Detector op N:\t");
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
avgDetectorOutputPowN [ j ] =
avgDetectorOutputPowSumN [ j ] / (nBursts* (burstlnterval-l) ) ;
printf C'%f\t",avgDetectorOutputPowN[j] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "%f\t", avgDetectorOutputPowN [j ] ) ;
}
printf ("\n") ;
fprintf (outFile, "\n") ;
for ( i=0 ; i<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; i++ )
{
inHist[i] [HIST_SIZE-1] += inHistOvf ICount [i] ;
nlOutHist[i] [HIST_SIZE-1] += nlOutHistOvfICount [i] ;
nl20utHist[i] [0] += nl20utHistUndflCount [i] ;
nl20utHist[i] [HIST_SIZE-1] += nl20utHistOvfICount [i] ;
outHistN[i] [0] += outHistNUndfICount [i] ;
outHistN[i] [HIST_SIZE-1] += outHistNOvflCount [i] ;
outHistSPNSPN[i] [0] += outHistSPNSPNUndfICount [i] ;
outHistSPNSPN[i] [HIST_SIZE-1] += outHistSPNSPNOvfICount [i] ;
outHistSPNN[i] [0] += outHistSPNNUndflCount [i] ;
outHistSPNN[i] [HIST_SIZE-1] += outHistSPNNOvfICount [i] ;
inHistTotalCount [i] = 0;
nlOutHistTotalCount [i] = 0;
nl20utHistTotalCount [i] = 0;
outHistNTotalCount [i] = 0;
outHistSPNSPNTotalCount [i] = 0;
outHistSPNNTotalCount[i] = 0;
}
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
for ( i=0 ; i<HIST_SIZE; i++ )
{
inHistTotalCountfj] += inHist [j ] [i] ;
nlOutHistTotalCount[j] += nlOutHist [j ] [i] ;
nl20utHistTotalCount[j] += nl20utHist [ j ] [i] ;
outHistNTotalCountfj] += outHistN [ j ] [i] ;
outHistSPNSPNTotalCount[j] += outHistSPNSPNfj ]
outHistSPNNTotalCount [j] += outHistSPNN [ j ] [i] ;
}
for ( j =0 ; j <SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL ; j ++ )
{
sprintf ( fileNameStr , "ih% ld% Id . hst " , snrCount , j ) ;
if( (histFile = fopen (fileNameStr, "w+") ) == NULL)
{
printf ("Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
}
else
{
printf ("inHistTotalCount: %ld\n", inHistTotalCount [ j ] ) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%ld\n" , inHistTotalCount [ j ] ) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_SIZE) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
for ( i=0 ; i<HIST_S I ZE ; i++ )
fprintf (histFile, "%ld %ld\n", i, inHist [j ] [i] ) ;
fclose (histFile) ;
}
sprintf (fileNameStr, "nloh%ld%ld.hst", snrCount, j ) ;
if( (histFile = fopen (fileNameStr, "w+") ) == NULL)
{
printf ("Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
}
else
{
printf C'nlOutHistTotalCount: %ld\n",nlOutHistTotalCount [ j ] ) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%ld\n", nlOutHistTotalCount [ j ] ) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_SIZE) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
for(i=0;i<HIST_SIZE;i++)
fprintf (histFile, "%ld %ld\n", i, nlOutHist [j ] [i] ) ;
fclose (histFile) ;
}
sprintf (fileNameStr, "nl2oh%ld%ld. hst", snrCount, j ) ;
if( (histFile = fopen (fileNameStr, "w+") ) == NULL)
{
printf ("Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Can' t open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
else
{
printf C'nl20utHistTotalCount: %ld\n", nl20utHistTotalCount [ j ] ) ;
printf ("nl20utHistUndfICount: %ld\n", nl20utHistUndfICount [j ] ) ;
printf ("nl20utHist0vfICount: %ld\n", nl20utHistOvfICount [j ] ) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%ld\n",nl20utHistTotalCount [ j ] ) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_SIZE) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
for (i=0; i<HIST_SIZE; i++)
fprintf (histFile, "%ld %ld\n", i, nl20utHist [ j ] [i] ) ;
fclose (histFile) ;
sprintf ( fileNameStr, "ohn%ld%ld. hst " , snrCount, j ) ;
if( (histFile = fopen (fileNameStr, "w+") ) == NULL)
{
printf ("Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
}
else
{
fprintf (histFile, "%ld\n", outHistNTotalCount [ j ] ) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_SIZE) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
for (i=0; i<HIST_SIZE; i++)
fprintf (histFile, "%d %ld\n", i, outHistN [j ] [i] ) ;
fclose (histFile) ;
}
sprintf (fileNameStr, "ohss%ld%ld.hst", snrCount, j ) ;
if( (histFile = fopen (fileNameStr, "w+") ) == NULL)
{
printf
("Can' t open %s\n" , fileNameStr) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Can' t open %s\n" , fileNameStr) ;
}
else
{
fprintf (histFile, "%ld\n", outHistSPNSPNTotalCount [ j ] ) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_SIZE) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
for (i=0; i<HIST_SIZE; i++)
fprintf (histFile, "%d %ld\n", i, outHistSPNSPN [ j ] [i] ) ;
fclose (histFile) ;
sprintf (fileNameStr, "ohsn%ld%ld.hst", snrCount, j ) ;
if( (histFile = fopen (fileNameStr, "w+") ) == NULL)
{
printf
("Can' t open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
}
else
{
fprintf (histFile, "%Id\n", outHistSPNNTotalCount [ j ] ) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n", HIST_SIZE) ;
fprintf (histFile, "%d\n",HIST_X_FACTOR) ;
for (i=0; i<HIST_SIZE; i++)
fprintf (histFile, "%d %ld\n",i, outHistSPNN[j] [i] ) ;
fclose (histFile) ;
}
sprintf (fileNameStr, "wt%ld%ld.wt", snrCount, j) ;
if( (ncWtsFile = fopen (fileNameStr, "w+") ) == NULL)
{
printf ("Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Can't open %s\n", fileNameStr) ;
else
{
for (i=0;i<chanBufSize_sym;i++)
fprintf (ncWtsFile, "%f \n",ncWts [ j ] [i] ) ;
fclose (ncWtsFile) ;
}
if (detectorType == ADAPTIVE_HYBRID)
for(j=0; j<SAMPLES_PER_SYMBOL; j++)
{
printf ("Both detect count %d\n",ahBothDetectCount [ j ] ) ;
fprintf (outFile, "Both detect count %d\n", ahBothDetectCount [ j ] ) ;
printf ("STO detect count %d\n", ahStoDetectCount [j ]) ;
fprintf (outFile, "STO detect count %d\n", ahStoDetectCount [j ]) ;
printf ("PDCFAR detect count %d\n" , ahPdcfarDetectCount [j ]) ;
fprintf (outFile, "PDCFAR detect count %d\n" , ahPdcfarDetectCount [j ] )
}
}
} /* snr loop */
fclose (outFile) ;
fclose (pfanFile) ;
fclose (pfaspnFile) ;
fclose (pdFile) ;
fclose (calHistFile) ;
return;
} /" main */
void decimateWithShuffie (COMPLEX in [] ,
/*COMPLEX **out,*/
int outsize,
int decFactor)
{
int i,j,n;
n = 0;
for (i=0;KoutSize; i++)
{
for ( j =0 ; j<decFactor ; j ++ )
{
demodOut [j] [i] .real = demodOut [j ] [i+outSize] . real;
demodOut [j] [i] .imag = demodOut [j] [i+outSize] .imag;
demodOut [j] [i+outSize] .real = in[n] . real;
demodOut [j] [i+outSize] .imag = in[n] . imag;
n++;
}
}
}
void shuffleNlOut (int outSize,int decFactor)
{
int i,j;
for (i=0; i<outSize;i++)
{
for ( j =0 ; j<decFactor ; j ++ )
{
nlOut[j][i] = nlOut[j] [i+outSize] ;
}
}
}
void shuffleAhPdcfarDemodOut (int outSize,int decFactor)
int i,j;
for (i=0;i<outSize;i++)
{
for ( j =0 ; j<decFactor ; j ++ )
{
ahPdcfarDemodOut [j ] [i] = ahPdcfarDemodOut [j ] [i+outSize] ;
}
}
void estBandV( float fom, float flom, int marginalF, float *bPtr, float *vPtr)
int index ;
float y, tempf;
y = sqrt (fom) /flom;
if (marginalF) /* look-up tables based on envelope moments - must
compenstate when using marginal moments */
y *= 0.956;
if (y < GCPELUTS_YMIN)
y = GCPELUTS_YMIN;
if (y > GCPELUTS_YMAX)
V = GCPELUTS_YMAX;
index = (int) ( (y - GCPELUTS_YMIN) /GCPELUTS_YSTEP + 0.5);
*vPtr = fvlnvfindex] ;
if (marginalF)
{
tempf = flom/gvm[ index] ;
*bPtr = tempf*tempf;
}
else
{
tempf = flom/gv [index] ;
*bPtr = tempf*tempf;
}
return;
}
void estBandV( float fom, float flom, int marginalF, float *bPtr, float *vPtr)
{
int index;
float y, tempf;
y = sqrt (fom) /flom;
if (marginalF) /* look-up tables based on envelope moments - must
compenstate when using marginal moments */
y *= 0.956;
if (y < GCPELUTS_YMIN)
y = GCPELUTS_YMIN;
if (y > GCPELUTS_YMAX)
y = GCPELUTS_YMAX;
index = (int) ( (y - GCPELUTS_YMIN) /GCPELUTS_YSTEP + 0.5);
*vPtr = fvlnv [index] ;
if (marginalF)
{
tempf = flom/gvm[index] ;
*bPtr = tempf*tempf;
}
else
{
tempf = flom/gv [index] ;
*bPtr = tempf*tempf;
}
return ;
}
void estBandV (float fom, float flom, int marginalF, float *bPtr, float *vPtr)
{
int index;
float y, tempf;
y = sqrt (fom) /flom;
if (marginalF) /* look-up tables based on envelope moments - must
compenstate when using marginal moments */
y *= 0.956;
if (y < GCPELUTS_YMIN)
y = GCPELUTS_YMIN;
if (y > GCPELUTS_YMAX)
y = GCPELUTS_YMAX;
index = (int) ( (y - GCPELUTS_YMIN) /GCPELUTS_YSTEP + 0.5);
*vPtr = fvlnvfindex] ;
if (marginalF)
{
tempf = flom/gvm [ index] ;
*bPtr = tempf*tempf;
}
else
{
tempf = flom/gv [index] ;
*bPtr = tempf*tempf;
}
return;
}
float fvlnv [47] = {
10.000000,
3.590000,
2.238000,
1.738000,
1 .473000,
1 .307000,
1 .193000,
1 .109000,
i .044000,
0 .992000,
0 .950000,
0 .915000,
0 .885000,
0 .859000,
0 .836000,
0 .817000,
0 .799000,
0 .783000,
0 .769000,
0 .756000,
0 .744000,
0 .734000,
0 .724000,
0 .715000,
0 .706000,
0 .699000,
0 .691000,
0 .685000,
0 ,.678000,
0..672000,
0..667000,
.662000,
0..657000,
0..652000,
0..647000,
0..643000,
0..639000,
0..635000,
0..632000,
0..628000,
0..625000,
3 ..622000,
0..619000,
0 ..616000,
0. 613000,
0. 611000,
0. 608000};
oa:: crv[47]
0. 517941,
0. 689988,
0. 801444,
0. 876246,
0. 933758,
0. 980943,
_L . 020914,
1. 055842,
1. 087039,
1. 115282,
1. 140682,
J_ . 163942,
1. 185638,
1. 205941,
1. 225214,
1. 242172,
= {
1. 259193,
1. 275180,
1. 289889,
1. 304199,
1 . 318008,
1. 329987,
1. 342422,
1. 354027,
1. 366048,
j_ . 375701,
_L . 387074,
1. 395855,
l. 406384,
1. 415663,
1. 423583,
1. 431680,
1. 439960,
1. 448429,
i_ ,457096,
1 .,464176,
1.,471390,
_[_ ,,478744,
l..484352,
l..491959,
1..497763,
1..503654,
x ,.509634,
,.515705,
1..521870,
1..526033,
1..532359};
float gvm[47]
0,.395064,
0,.526295,
0..611309,
0 .668365,
0 .712233,
0 .748224,
0 .778712,
0 .805354,
0..829150,
0 .850692,
0 .870067,
0 .887808,
0 .904357,
0 .919843,
0 .934544,
0 .947479,
0 .960462,
0 .972656,
0 .983875,
0 .994790,
1 .005324,
1 .014460,
1 .023945,
1 .032797,
1 .041966,
1 .049329,
1 .058004,
1 .064702,
= {
1 072733,
1 .079811,
1 -085852,
1 -092028,
1 .098343,
1 .104804,
1 .111414,
1 .116814,
1..122317,
1..127926,
1..132204,
1.,138006,
1..142433,
1. 146927,
1. 151488,
1. 156119,
1. 160821,
1. 163996,
1. 168821};
